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tzauer: Mullally misled students 
Frey and Brad Patterson · you can chisel that into stone if you The golf program was dropped for According to the minutes, student 
lecision last week to - drop want." the first time in 1975 when the In- JAB member Kyle Smith made a 
'igolf program has come under Mullally said Thursday he did indeed tercollegiate Athletic Board, on motion which passed 5-0 to "support 
a student - leader who said make that remark, but he meant to say Mullally's recommendation, voted ·to the $3.50 increase, · with the rein­
Y Athletic Director Mike he would never cut any sport other .drop the golf, gymnastics and men's statement of terinis, golf and gym-
has misled the student body. than the ones which had·been dropped tennis programs. nasties over the next three years." 
Uy announced last week that in 1975. After students strongly opposed the Mullally was present at the meeting, 
program, which was dropped ' Dotzauer said dropping- the golf decision to drop the sports, former the minutes state: 
and reinstated last fall, was program was unfair to the entire women's athletic director Helen Riley The reinstatement schedule called 
•opped for lack of enough student body, not just to the golfers. proposed the $3:50 fee. for tennis to be resumed for the 1976-
lOpay a coach. "Tlie students are-paying that $3.50 The IAB approved the increase, and 77 school year, golf for the 1977-78 
tive vice president Don to fund women's athletics, and to free the proposal went before the Student year and gymnastics for the 1978-79 
er said, however, that Mullally the $5.50 fee in order to have a full' Senate. year. 
n the spring of 1976 that if a men's program," Dotzauer said. The senate voted in April, 1976, to · ·Tennis was restored in the fall of 
'women's athletic fee was .in- "Personally, I would like - to see all place the $3.50 per semester proposal 1976 and golf was reinstated a semester 
, golf and three other minor the sports reinstated, but if that is not before the student body in an in- early, in the fall of 1977. 
would be restored. possible, then a reduction of fees is formational referendum. Gymnastics, however, has never 
].SO per semester fee specifically neceSSary," he added. After more than half of those voting . been reinstated because, Mullally sa'id, 
lomen's athletics with the In response to Dotzauer, Mullally approved the fee increase, the senate the sport would cost more than an­
ion that golf, men's tennis and said that all of the $9 per semester per voted in May to okay the $3.50 ticipated, not only because of travel ' 
tics would be reinstated was full-time student which goes to proposal. expenses and a coach's salary, but also 
ed by students that sprin-g. athletics is needed to maintain the According to· the April, 22, 1976 because the equipmen.t had 
c the fee increase, students quality of Eastern's program. senate minutes; the referendum in- deteriorated. 
ying $5.50 i:>er semester toward "We have the best program in eluded a stipulation that if the fee was Golf was dropped this fall primari.ly 
n's and women's sports. Division II, and to b_e the best, money instituted, men's tennis, golf and because no coach the athletic depart-
the new women's athletics fee, is needed," Mullally said. gymnastics would be restored. ment could afford could be found for 
to reinstate the discontinued "Besides simple inflatjon, the cost of Mullally said Thursday there was the team, Mullally said. 
"ould come from the $5.50 fee, running an athletic program is quite a never any official stipulation that, Last year, the golfers were led by 
la£lusively for men's sports. bit more than it was in 1975. Yet, should the senate approve the $3.50 fee. Mike Mclaughlan, then a graduate 
lly was quoted in the Eastern student fees have not been increased," increase; the sports would be rein- assistant who has since left Eastern. 
ter golf, men's tennis and the he said. stated. Mclaughlan was paid $1,890 in the 
mua�frcs programs were Eastern's athletic fees are the lowest However, the minutes from .the form of a graduate assistantship, while 
as saying "I'll never cut in comparison to other state schools, April 22, 1976 IAB meeting say dif- Mullally said the only qualified coach 
sport as long as I'm here, and Mullally added. 
· 
' ferently, Dotzauer said. he knew of wanted $3,ooo: 
-
, ..----,, 
Steve Harrison, banjo player forthe Indian Creek Delta Boys, strums away in 
UB'°ffeehouse Thursday n ight. (News photo by Craig Stockel) 
Hall damages drop · 
1 7. 3 percent in '78 
by Mark Cully . excessive,''  she said. 
Eastern residence· hall damages last Reed said most of the damages to 
year totaled $1 1 ,954, a 17.3 per-cent Lincoln Hall were due to "windows 
drop from the 1976-77 year total of getting broken during snowball 
$14,470, a housing office spokesman fights", and "things disapearing". 
said Monday. Although Hencken agreed that the 
Carman Hall topped the list of hall men's halls usually have more damage 
damages with $4,594.53, followed by than the women's halls, he said the 
Thomas Hall with $2 ,069. 75 worth of ''b iggest sources of damage are 
damages and Taylor whose residents people who do not live in the halls." 
paid a total of $1,412.64, he said. To protect the university from the 
Lincoln-Douglas were next with damages done to the residence halls, 
Sl,017.65 in damages followed by the each student living in the halls pays a 
Ford-Weller- McKinney triad with room deposit, Hen�ken said. 
$1,006.84 and Stevenson Tower With The housing contract, which stu-
$939. 97. · · dents rec·eive when applying for 
East Hall residents paid $460.80, housing, states that students are 
Pemberton Hall residents· paid responsible ·for &image done to their 
$348.83, Andrews Hall residents were room and floor. · 
charged $304.87 and Lawson Hall When the students check into their 
damages totaled $259, Hencken said. dor�i�ry, they are given a room 
Lincoln Hall counselor Jane Reed condttion report, filled out by the hall 
said the men's dormitories seem to director, before the student checks in. 
take more abuse than the wom:en's The report, which states all 
halls. damage to the room prior to the riew 
"Women's halls do not take it like residents moving in, also stat�., ,;,\ 
the men's halls do," Reed said. ''Our the student is responslbk for dam" 
normal wear ·and tear is not that he does while tiving in the tWr 'mn. 
' �'ti-� Sunny Frid�y 
:. ',I ''· . A Friday .will bet s•in�' -�d p�an,t with a h\gh 1,. 80. Friday night will ht! fair aml c:x>l with a low i'!'J mid to upper SOs. Saturday will be partly su;-.. r.y wi!� 
-......, _ _..-"--,;.---t a high in the low 80s. · 
tr..=:'=: ::;;:::; __ ..J ___ • _____________ _,�� .. .,,,.. .. �� 
... • ·2· - 'taafer•·•--•· · · · · . .  Friday, 'Sept: 15,· 191'&· -�· · 
(JP) News· sllorts Anti;.terror speciali� cracking Moro case 
Wife: Oswald ·shot JFK 
WASHINGTON (AP)- Lee Harvey Oswald's widow, insisting she has no first­
hand knowledge that her husband assassinated John F. Kennedy, conceded under 
intense questioning Thursday that she believes he did murder the president. 
"Yes, I do believe he did. I believe the man was capable ·of fr," said Marina 
Oswald Porter, who h.as steadfastly maintained that she is not qualified· to say 
whether Oswald killed Kennedy in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963. . 
Testifying for the sei:;.�9ay, she also said she believes h�r hus�and .act�d 
alone because his secre'nature would not have allowed him to confide m 
anyone aho11t an assassination plan. 
Arkansas flood continues 
MILAN, Italy (AP) - Anti-terror 
specialists, feeling closer than ever to 
cracking the Aldo Moro case, are 
analyzing documents and other 
material found in the apartment of a 
captured fugitive suspected of being 
the mastermind of the Red Brigades, 
police sources said Thursday. 
Authorities considered the arrest of 
30-year-old Corrado Alunni a major 
breakthrough after months of groping 
by investigators trying to track down 
the Red Brigade terrorists who kid­
napped and murdered the former 
Italian premier last spring. 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) - With at least 10 people known dead from Minor terrorist violence erupted 
�orrenti�I rains in centra� Arkan�as, searchers were hoping Thursday for a break elsewhere just hours after Alunni was m the drizzly weather so maccess1 ble areas could be explored. ca tured by lt" ·d w d d Th N · I · · · · p po ce rat ers e nes ay 
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The deaths were rec orded Wednesday-eight in the Rock Creek area of Little ' iihreef mhen fired ptst?l sh�ts at t.he Rock and (wo in nearby Benton. Most of the victims were swepl down streets that wa s 0 t e �uove prison m Tunn, 
had become raging rivers when fed by up to 12 inches of rain in a four-hour where Red Brigade suspects had been 
period. held during their trials earlier this 
year. Also in Turin, arsonists set fire to 
a car belonging to the U.S. Consulate. Rape increases in '7 8 
WASHIN<:iTON (AP) - While the rate of reported crime in the United States 
continued to drop during the first six months of 1978, violent crime increased by 
I percent, led by rape. 
No injuries were reported 
incident. 
The police sources here sa 
were digging into ''releva1 
ments found in Alunni's a 
looking for clues to the 
strategy of the Red Brig 
possible past and future 
terrorist attacks. 
Police were tight-lipped 01 
Alunni, in his arms-and e 
filled apartment, might h; 
group. 
preparing a major ac�io 
Brigades, Italy's most fe 
But one officer said t 
material found by the rai 
ascertained close links b 
Red Brigades ' and other 
organizations, such as F 
which are ready to sup 
continue Red Brigades atta 
A master at disguise, 
been sought by authorities s· 
He was wanted in connecti 
murders, including the 
Moro and his five bodygu 
The FBI said Thursday there was a decrease of 2 percent in the number of 
reported crimes in the first half of this year compared to the first six months of 
1977. 
Forcible rapes rose 5 _percent over the first half Qf 1977, with aggravared 
assaults second, increasing 3 percenl. There was 110 change in the'rat� of murders 
and the robbery rate dropped 2 percent. 
¥J7 7th St. ( 1 Block East of Post Officl 
Still no summit.solution 
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) - A peace formula eluded leaders at the Mideast 
summit Thursday and prospects for an early windup seemed to fade. . 
Spokesman Jody Powell said "more progress and more flexibility are essen­
tial" if President Carter's unprecedented conference with Egyptian President 
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin i� to succeed. 
Al a briefing 01'1Y 24 hours after he had declared the summit to be in its "final 
stages," Powell, the White House press secretary, told reporters "a framework 
for reaching peace" was still beyond grasp. 
Tennessee fugitives take_n 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) �Two of four prisoners who engineered a daring 
escape in Tennessee and ditched a hi]acked airplane in Arkansas were seized 
Thursday trying to smash through a roadblock. Their cohorts eluded capture and 
fled with 1wo hostages. 
Three other hostages who had been taken by the fugitives at various points 
along their trail were released unharmed. 
Roadblocks were established on flood-drenched highways 10 Texas, Louisiana 
anil Oklahoma in an altempt 10 capture fugitives Larry Chism, 33, and Ronald 
Lyon's, 30, who reportedly held an elderly couple hostage. 
Macon deputies strike 
DECATUR, Ill. (AP)· A strike by l\lacon County Sheriff"s deputies began 
Tllursqay when officer� a�signed to work 1hc.af1crnoon shift failed to report for 
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Get Aquainted Offer 
Thru Sept. 23 
ALL FRESH MEATS 10% OFF 
Thru Sept. 23rd REGULAR PRI 
WE FEATURE: 
· Customer Service Meats 
·Freshly Cut - No Packaged Meats 
The meat tastes better fresh plus you save money by 
paying for only the amount you need. No Waste! 
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Hillyer directs Eastern's pep 
ing practice recently in 
of upcoming Parents 
activities. (News photo by 
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te greeter r_ules force extension of deadline 
. . . 
McGrath 
the rules for the greeter 
were distributed so late, many 
idence halls on campus· are 
culty finding time to elect a 
public,ity for greeter candidates were 
received by the residence halls on 
Wednesday. If they expected to run a 
candidate, each dorm was originally 
supposed to turn in petitions and 
publicity by noon Friday. 
John Broomhead, chairman of the 
o faculty re_citals set.· 
music department faculty Pianist George Sanders will perform 
will present recitals next a recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Mcky will present a recital at 
lunday on the 46-rank Wicks 
in the Dvorak Concert Hall 
udna Fine Arts Center. · 
gram, entitled "Five Cen­
Germanic Organ Music,'' 
m old Germanic songs which 
ted from . around 1430, to a occata written in 1970. 
Dvorak Concert Hall. 
Selections from his program include 
Griffes' Three Preludes, Haydn's Son­
ata No. 61,  Chopin's Nocturn in E and 
Polonais•. in F Sharp. and Moussorg­sky's Pictures at an Exhibition. 
There will be no admission charge. 
Students and facutlv are invited to 
attend. 
tomposers whose music will The duo-piano recital of George and 
ed are Schlick, Hassler, . Karen Sanders, scheduled for Sunday, 
nn, J.S. Bach, Mozart, September 24, has been postponed to 
hn, Reger, and Karg-Elert. March 13. 
en house at local J.C. 
oon of activities have been 
for Sunday's open house at 
d College. The public is 
to the 4 p.m. open house. 
· Force jazz band will be 
· g from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in 
center theater. 
t film in the series "Civili­
will be shown in Room 114 of 
east Learning Center from 2 
ysical Education department 
a demonstration of women's 
leyball in the field house at 
square foot automated greenhouse. 
Greenhouse instructors will be avail­
able to answer questions concerning 
the greenhouse and the new cour�es 
and seminars which are available. 
The new greenhouse is located west 
of the College· Center Building. 
Rack wagon guided tours of the 
demonstration plots of 1 1  varieties of 
corn and 12 soybean varieties will be 
available as part of the college farm 
exhibit. 
A reception for campus visitors will 
be held in the College Center Cafe­
teria.· .. 
TED'S PRESENTS 
Friday_ Saturday 
SKATER" "EARGASM" 
rmerly "Bu I lets" 
University Board homecoming and 
gr�eter committees, said that as a 
result of the controversy he has 
extended until Monday the deadline 
for greeter candidates. 
The Triad resident assistants and 
counselors explained the situation 
Thursday at the Residence Hall 
Association meeting. 
Bob Buckley, a Triad res ident 
assistant, told the RHA to have a 
candidate in time, floor meetings 
would have to be called immediately 
and an all-complex election would also 
have to be held. 
Buckley added that once a candidate 
is selected, her picture must be taken, 
developed and added to a poster for 
publicity pu.rposes. The money for- the 
pictures would also have to be allo­
cated by the hall council. 
In a spot check of the sorority houses 
Buckley found they also had received 
their rules late but their candidates 
had been selected last spring and the 
pictures had already been taken. 
Carman Hall also received the rules 
Wednesday and will not be running a 
greeter candidate. 
Carman Hall North President Linda 
Olson said, "We just didn't have time 
to do anything about it .. " 
B arbara Busch, Andrews· Hall 
counselor, also said that Andrews 
would not be running a greeter 
candidate .. 
She explained that partly because of 
the lack of time ·and financial reasons, 
the hall will not run a candidate. 
· Taylor Hall also did not have time to 
organize for the election, Nancy Co­
betto, Taylor South counselor, said. 
"We were going to run the election 
the same. way we run the homecoming 
queen election and nominate a south 
quad candidate," Cobetto said. 
"However, we didn't get the ·rules 
or anything in time to get anything 
done," she added. 
"The whole situation was bad," 
Broomhead added. 
He said the perso� who was 
supposed to run the greeter elections 
was unable to do the job, so he took 
over the responsibilities. 
"We didn't have a copy of the rules, 
but as soon as I found them I ran them 
off as soon as I could," he said. 
"As soon as they were run off I put 
them into the sororities. mailboxes and 
then walked right out the door and 
hand-delivered them to the residence 
halls myself," he said. 
He added that he did not feel anyone 
had an unfair advantage. 
LOOK FOR THE SILVA LINING! 
SILVA MIND CONTROL 
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE 
Explore your own inner spaces! Expand your talents! Learn to relax! 
Expand your thinking! Effect positive changes! 
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE TO BE HELD: 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 10:00 AM MLK 
, .I I . 
. Student Union ARCOLA ROOM 
Ctass Information: 
Oates: Begins: �aturday, September 23 
Sunday, September 24 
Continues: Saturday, September 30 
• •  1110 1 .. ,,_ Sunday,Octo�e�·l · -' ·l; . .. .. . ,. , ,  · N.ext:great"bi1nd to h it it �· u.m mer. 1,quor . I ;:'I - ; j ti • ' ., I f � I ) I ... I l I ( i I 
· h . . -"fro· ·sd · t1ie-rn ttt · · · ... spe"chif '•: ,� ·:_."" � , lg . .  ' ITT . .  u . .  ' ; .d� I '  '' 
I . � ff � \_ f • f • • > ._� •' ;. ' .:_ I l . \ • 
< •' .J 
Lots of H'ghts & show 
• - i I 
, ' ' 
nme>� I " 10�oa AM'-, 9:00 PM 
I • •  ' "I i: I ( It- I .1 ff·•· t ' . . 
• 1 •• lacationz · ·• · 1 (AH four sessions) Arcola Room 
' . .  
. .  
� ,  , 
Mart.in Luther King, Jr. Student Union 
Lecturer: Raymond J. Tobias, BA.,MA. For more information Phone (217) �5-628:. 
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Thoughts of home 
Taking a break between classes, Joann Worth enjoys the sunshine by 
reading a letter from home. (News photo by Bob Kasinecz) 
. PAD classes offered now 
Students able to teach an interesting 
or unique skill while making a little 
cash should consider becoming a PAD, 
or Personal .Adv.mred Development, 
teacher. Offered by the housing off­
ice, the PAD courses last for a few 
weeks each semester, Mary Smith of 
the housing office said Tuesday. 
Smith said that the · skill ·can be 
anything that one likes to do. The 
meeting times, how many weeks the 
class will run and the course outline 
will be decided by the teacher. 
PAD, which was started in 1973 by 
Smith, has had such classes as crafts, 
horseback riding, car repairs, and. 
yoga. Some of the courses planned so 
far for this year are si�n language, 
disco dancing, and piano or guitar, 
Smith said. 
Registration will take place on 
Thursday; Sept. 28. 
UNIVERSITY 
BOARD 
IA8Tl"N ILLIN018 Ulll Vlll81TY 
CHA"LllTON. IU.1111018 
PRESENTS 
RICH 
LITTLE 
SATURDAY 
Sept. 16, 1978 
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
La ntz Building , EIU 
Tickets $6.00 
(Available at the Door ·starting ai 6-p.rrr.) 
SCEC wants volunteers 
by Marsha Hausser 
An Eastern organization which 
works with exceptional children · is 
cu rrently soliciting members, a 
member said Thursday. 
Di�ne Gunnarson, secretary and 
publicity chairwoman of the Student 
Council for Exceptional Children, said 
the objective of the SCEC is to 
promote the welfare of exceptional 
children through activities. 
In addition, the SCEC holds 
·monthly meetings in which the focus is 
in educating the children, she said. 
The group's first meeting will be 
from 6 to 7 p.m. Tuesday and Wed­
nesday in Room 214 of the Buzzard 
Education Building. Students may 
attend either meeting, she said. 
The first meeting will discuss 
membership and will include a skit to 
introduce the group's functions. 
Gunnarson said special education 
majors in particular will benefit from 
. being in SCEC. 
"Stude�ts get professional ex­
perience in dealing with students plus 
the latest information in rese; 
education," Gunnarson said. 
However, she also said any 
who are interested· in working 
children should attend the mee 
SCEC meets once a mont� 
activities and listen to guest � 
Gunnarson said . 
Some of the activities th 
plans for the students this yea 
picnics, carnivals· and arra 
baby-sitting service for mo 
exceptional students. 
The group deals main 
students from the Charle�ton­
area, Gunnarson said . "We go 
the school dist ricts and invite 
to our functions," she said. 
· A SCEC activity fair i-; planr 
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.rn. Sal 
the Library Quad, sh� said. 
The group had 150 mcml 
year. but hopes to recruit 200 1 
Gunnarson said . 
''.It's a lot ofwork, but v 
doing it," she sa\d. 
-· _ .... -4 
Leather 'n Lug I 
I 
,I 
leather uppers team up . with sure-footed lug Soles. 
by Fanfar 
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k of student interest dampens film society 
Schulze 
unsuccessful attempt last 
ienerate student interest in 
Film Society, it appears 
tion wm continue to exist 
only for yet another sem­
Adviser Frank Stokes said .. 
, which has been around for 
is an educational organiza­
features non -comme rcia l 
artistic films on a weekly 
a lnancially unsuccessful 
· g the 1977-78 school year 
tam-out and lack of student 
the EFS held a meeting for 
rested in preserving the 
, Stokes said. 
r, only one person, an 
News photographer assigned 
the meeting, attended, Stokes 
is made-up of a 
group of people interested in looking 
at" a movie twice" and last sem:ster's 
response indicates there are no stu­
dents· interested in doing just that, he 
said. 
"The students have to be interested 
enough to want to form a group, but 
then again maybe they are satisfied 
with things as they are," Stokes said .. 
If that is the case the EFS will 
continue to "limp along as it is," with 
only five members, four of which are 
faculty, he said. 
Financially the organization is also 
unstable, and will probably only be 
able to afford one more year of its film 
series if attendance is as low as last 
year, Stokes said. 
Last year attendance at most EFS 
films was low, particularly due to what 
students termed improper advertising, 
Stokes said. 
ky, Ridge way named 
op CAA positions 
Bond suggested the council consider 
undergraduate curriculum one week 
and at the next CAA session discuss 
general academic policy. 
Bond said he felt the CAA might get 
bogged down with course approvals in 
order to meet the press deadline for 
next year's academic catalog and not 
have sufficient time to review policy 
matters. 
Lasky asked the council members to 
consider Bond's proposal and said 
"we'll make a decision at the be­
gin!ling of the next meeting." 
Following Bond's proposal, the CAA 
voted to meet at 3 p.m. instead of the 
ng the ele ction of new traditional 2 p.m. time slot because the 
V'ice President of Academic student representatives to the council, 
as Bond suggested to the Debbie Smitley and Julie Sullivan, 
it consider an alternating both have 2 p.m. classes this 
"for course approval and semester. 
discussion." 
k to give lecture· 
istory of Pompeii 
g Schlauch of the history 
t said Tuesday former 
tructor Alexander Peck will 
He said in the spring of 1977he held 
a similar lecture concerning the King 
Tut discoveries and led tw� groups to 
the Chicago Field Museum to view the 
exhibit.· 
He said the reason for this again had 
to do with lack of participation in the 
organization. 
Stokes and other faculty members 
were the only persons who distributed 
flyers advertising the movies, but they 
were not able to reach each residence 
hall and campus organization. 
"This year I have fouf to five 
students helping me with the distribu­
tion of flyers and should be able to 
reach more people, Stokes said. 
EFS movies are also announced in 
the Eastern News' "Flicks" section 
each week. 
So far this semester, the EFS has 
·shown one film, "On the Waterfront," 
which had "pretty good attendance," 
Stokes said. 
· 
"But it is too hard to tell how we're 
going to do financially until the season 
is over and the bills are. payed, he 
added. 
"We receive no student fees and 
depend solely on gate receipts to pay 
the film's rental costs," he said. 
"Last year the EFS lost $400 and 
(we) have since limited ourselves to 
selecting films with rental fees under 
$200 to· keep from losing money again 
this year," Stokes said. For now, the 
EFS will continue to show films every 
Tuesday at 5, 7, and 9 p.m. in Buzzard 
Auditorium. Admission to each film 
will b�il;_with a season ticket costing 
$7.50. 
The EFS fall film series will include: 
Tuesday - "Lucky Jim" 
Sept. 26 - "The Birds" 
Oct. 3 - "Juliet of the Spirits" 
THE SERVICE OF YOUR BICYCLE IS MUCH 
TOO IMPORTANT TO TRUST TO ANYONE 
BUT YOUR SCHWINN DEALER. 
Our service department is completely equipped witli 
the latest in bicycle tools, testing and service equipment, 
many of which are Schwinn's own design. When your bicycle 
needs service see the man who has the right tools for the 
right job, the bicycle expert. See your friendly Schwinn 
Dealer. 
HARRISON'S SCHWINN 
CYCLERY 
914 17th ST. 
CHARLESTON 345-4223 
en both the history of the 
city, including the everyday 
the citizens before the erup­
the eruption itself. SPORTY'S 
Tuesday he will stress the 
process and discuss the 
"cles that were uncovered. 
ii lecture will be given at 
day in the Coleman Hall 
m. It is free and is open to 
, Peck said. 
with the lecture, Peck said he 
slides dealing with the 
hich is presently in Chicago 
slides he attained while 
e city. 
• 
uid he- will also lead an 
open to;ali E.a$tern students 
to the Art Institute of 
Sept. 30 to view the Pompeii 
A bus will be chartered and 
is 523.50 Peck said. Those 
should contact Peck at 
or 345-5826. 
Attitude Readjustment Period 
3 :00-·7 :00 ·p . m � Every Friday 
• Pin Ball • Foo·sball 
• Pool Tables • Bowling. 
114-lb. Burgers·-·SO ( 
All Regular Mixed Drinl<s 65( 
. 
. . 
- ··'�4' ' � . .  
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Space shot ..... ,· · .. j;.;�-: 
It's.not exactly Neil ArmatfW,l"'. - ·h9tography;',but it could be eon-· 
sidered ·spacey photography.�' g�s:·tediously pr�ctices his future' 
photography of the stars. Thl.ir .. ,, �.ever, he wa.s a little more down to 
earth snapping shots of the· PhysiCal· Science alJilding. (News photo by Craig 
Stockel) · �. 
Coming ihthe 
.Eastern News 
What's it like 
to be a cheerleader 
in the '70s? 
Find out next week 
in the News 
Dixon charged witH 
conflict of .interests 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Secretary 
of State Alan J. Dixon has taken more 
than 550 campaign contributions from 
firms regulated by his office, placing 
himself in a conflict of interest, his 
election opponent charged Thursday. 
"His action offends ihe simplest 
construction of the phrase 'conflict of 
interest,"' said Sharon Sharp, Repub­
lican candidate for secretary of state. 
· She said the contributions ranged· 
from $25 to $1,500, but that she had 
not added up the total. · 
Dixon, reached in Belleville, 
responded that "I comply entirely with 
'the law�' and that all contrib�tions he 
,received are legal and proper. 
. . 
Dixon said that "unles 
would personally hand m 
bution, r don't know who 
butors are." 
But he indicated he 
nothing wrong in accep 
butions from firms licen 
office, saying that "as 1 
have a private contributi 
this country that's the way i 
be. I don't see how you ca 
Mrs. Sharp, of Arlingt 
said campaigJJ finance re 
that Dixon has taken co 
from 22 trucking firms, 
schools and more than 500 c 
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Shop-
Amerilla 's Fas 
The unique LOPI-WOOL exclusi 
by ALAFOSS of ICELAND is use 
our garments. It is therefore no 
· that their warmth and softneu is 
have you as one of them, should 
not already be one. 
Amerilla's Fashi 
'At the Eisner Shopping C 
t LEADING IN ':ASHIONS - TOPMOST IN QUALITY 
����������������� ...... 
Jl lant ®rpltanagt 
10to20% 
OFF 
Everything 
·Hours 9 to 5 
Monday- Saturday 
l 514 l 0th St. 
Pho. 345-9445 
·Friday, Sept. 15, 1978 
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saccharin dilemma far·trom re·solved 
N (AP) - Although A Johns Hopkins University study 
daa't hear much about comparing the Hves of bladder cancer 
· anymore, the con- patients with a similar group without 
not ended with the the disease found no cancer link with 
in supermarkets .and moderate use of artificial sweeteners. 
diet food. A similar Canadian study earlier said it 
ban on the artificial . found a positive association between 
only been delayed, not artificial �et�rs and bladder cancer 
in males. 
throughout the coun­
trying to resolve the 
what to do about the 
additive, which may 
and for which �ere is no 
ks, more studies have 
into the controversy but 
the issue. 
ive 700-page review of 
saccharin study, Dr. 
mer of the Food and 
istration concluded that 
must be done before 
stically can determine 
risk from the sweetener. 
e bcertainties, he tirgea 
t to move cautiously on 
A survey of doctors and other health 
professionals found that up to 70 
percent oppose a saccharin ban be­
cause they feel that benefits may 
outweigh known risks and that the 
data- on saccharin is inconclusive. 
The National Academy of Sciences, 
conducting a federally funded study of 
the . nation's food safety policy in 
general and saccharin in particular, is 
reviewing these results and much 
·other data. The academy's · saccharin 
findings will be sent to the FDA in 
November and the complete study is to 
be finished by February 1979. . 
The FDA tried to ban saccharin last 
year, mostly because of . a Canadian 
study linking large doses of it to 
bladder cancer in male rats. 
makes revisions in b_ookkeeping policies 
funds according to the guidelines of 
their itemized budgets," he a dded­
ed. 
Dersch said he had tWo solutions to 
the problem. 
"One was to issue an ultimatum to 
the advisers of the activities threat­
change, which went into ening to cut their budgets if they failed 
t, requires each activity to keep a proper set of books or 
AB to fill out a check request second, to somehow insure that they 
detailed than ones used kept a proper set of books transaction 
each time they make a by transa�ion,'' he said. 
on their budget. Check He said he "didn't acc:_epf' the first 
forms which activities use alternative since the only people to 
to write a check for the · suffer would be the students and the 
activities themselves. Therefore, he 
dieck request foi:m main­
. g of line item balances, 
t balances and � tab on 
prchase orders of over 
hhplained. 
check request forms had · 
in the past, they did not 
detailed balance listings or 
of outstanding purchase 
lrplained he felt the policy 
sary because some of the 
were not keeping a proper 
nditure records. 
lctivities were deficit 
on their budgets and were 
ing according to their ap­
•mi zed appropriations,!' "d. 
priate the money itemi­
e I feel they should spend 
imp_lemen.!e� the policy �equiring each 
activity to fill out a more detailed check 
request form. 
'' So"me of the activity advisers 
thought it would be too much trouble 
at first. Since then, those same 
advisers have given me a lot of positive 
feedback,'' Dersch said. 
Three activity advisers contacted 
Thursday said although the policy 
means more work, it is a good idea. . 
"It's just a more efficient form of 
bookkeeping. I've been pleased with 
it," Anita Craig, adviser to the 
University Board, said. 
Glendon Gabbard, theatre adviser, 
said that "it's more work but it's worth 
it.,, 
"Before I never knew exactly where 
my funds were. Now 1 do," Gabbard 
added. 
· 
WITH A SPECIAL 
t " 
EVERY WEEK t t 
•• 
t 
Forensics adviser Elwood Tame said 
the policy change won't affect his 
activity much. 
. "We had always kept a good 
running set of books anyway," Tame 
said. 
Dersch said, "Not only can they see 
their immediate financial position at 
any time but the new procedure has 
enabled the AB to make constant 
transaction by transaction audits con­
sequently providing for more fiscal 
responsibility and control over student 
activity funds." 
"If the activities don't keep proper 
books, I have no alternative but .to 
deny any check request coming from 
that activity,'' he added. 
The activities under the AB include 
the AB budget, the art board, the 
Eastern News, forensics, Health Ser­
vice, general music, theatre, campus 
radio station, intramurals, student 
government, University Board, Model 
United Nations, the Vehicle and the 
Warbler. 
Presents 
LUNCH 
DINNER 
11-2 M on.-Fri. 
5-10 M on.-Thurs. 
5-11 Fri. & Sat. 
4-10 on Sunday 
Fantastic Brunch 
. 11-2 Sunday 
t 
10-10 t ��n.-Sat�, ' 
' . ' 
Parent's Weekend 
Dinner at 4 p.111� 
. ·:t:��6 t 
• 010 
LP TAPES & ACCESSORIES . "1i.n. : 
� � ..-. ..-. � ..-. ..-. ..-. 
� � 
..-. ....... ..-. 
� 
..-. ..-. ..-. ..-. � 
I 
Cross Country Mall--Mattoon,·ill. 
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Local churches l isted for parents weekend 
For· t hose students plan ning on 
at tending church with  th eir paren ts 
Sunday morning, consult this l ist  of 
local ch urches, most within walking 
distance from the campus. 
Also list ed. are Sunday School and 
weekday service t imes. Ot her list ings  of 
organ ized churches may be found in 
t he yellow pages of t h_e phonebook.  
l ' niversi ty Baptist Church, 1505 
Seventh SI., 345-2086 
Sunday School 9:30 a.rn .  
Morning Worship 10:30 a . m .  
Sunday Church Training 6 p. rn .  
Su nday l::.vcn ing Worship 7 p . m .  
BASIC 7 p . m .  Tuesday 
Herila�c Chapel Church of Christ, 917 
Woodlawn Urive, 345-2568 
Sunday School 1 0  a . m .  
Morn ing Worship 1 1  a . m .  
Evening Worship 7 p . m .  
Midweek services Wed . ,  7 p . m .  
Wesley lJ ni led . Methodist Church, 
2206 S • .-Ourth St., 345-39 17  · 
Sunday School IO a . m .  
Worship services 9 a . m .  and 1 1  a . m .  
Immanuel Lutheran Church and 
Student Center, 902 Cleveland, 345-
3008 
Sunday worship 8:  I 5 and I 0:45 a. m .  
: Sunday school 9:30 a . m .  
The Bible Center Church, 2605 
U niversily, 345-4476 
Sunday School 9:30 a . m .  
Morning Worship 10:30 a . m .  
Family night 7 p . m .  Wednesday 
Church of Christian Science, 812 
Jackson, 345-5846 
Sunday Service 10:30 a . m .  
Wednesday Service 7:30 p . m .  
Sunday School 1 0:30 a . m .  
Newman House ( Roman Catholic), 
909 Lincoln, 349-0188 
Sunday Mass 9:30 a . m .  and I I a . m .  
a t  Buzzard_ Educa.tional Building 
Auditorium 
Saturday evening Mass 6 p. m .  al t he 
Newman Center 
Daily Mass Monday-Friday 4:05 
p . m .  at the Newman Center 
Sacrament of Penance Celebrated 
from Monday through Friday at 3 :45 
p.m.  in t he ·prayer room of the 
Newman House (anytime by ap­
pointment) 
Clinic proposal offered · 
by K.J. Pringle · won't have anything concrete for at 
A group of local doctors made a least a couple of months because of all 
proposal Tuesday night to the · Coles · the technicalities." 
County Airport Authority to build a One of those technicalities is  an 
new clinic directly across from Sara access road that has to be built along 
- Bush Lincoln Health Center. with a frontage road that will parallel 
Harry Larson , chairman . of the Illinois 16. 
airport authority,  said taxpayers would "We have already started con­
save money by the clinic since the land struction on the access road and ·· the 
for the buildings would be leased by frontage road, but it is not being built 
the airport. That money would just for the clinic. 
increase the airport revenue. We are also planning to build a CFR 
Check requests are forms which (crash, fire and rescue) building at 
activities use to be able to write a approximately the same site," Larson 
check for the purchase said . 
. "This clinic is very tenative right "I don't see any major stumbling 
now, but we think it would be a very blocks, " Herb Brooks, also a member 
desirable thing to have," said Larson. . of the airport authority , said. "We 
' ' Members of the authority all have someone working on the financial 
seemed partial to the idea, ' '  Larson end of it and if everything is agreeable 
said. e added "We've already made to the doctors then we might get going · 
some tentative plans, but we probably by spring," Brooks added. 
Pa ren ts -. WELCOME TO EASTERN. 
and we welcome yo u to the 
FINEST PIZZA AROUND 
AFTER THE BAR 
SPECIAL 
TON ITE AN D TOMORROW 
1 2 :00 mid111itjt - 2 :00  a 1 n  
WE_DELl�ER 345-9141 
TheADDWCC lt5 
P IZ ZA H � bl't 
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(News art by Angel Bradley) 
Charleston IGA 
700 W. Lincoln 
·open 24 Hours a day- 7 days a week 
In -Store Bake ry -
A p p lesa uce Don uts One Dozen - - .99 
Made Fres h  Daily in our Bakery 
Deli Special 
Piping hot  & re ady to go  
9 p iece - Bucket �f Ch icken 
2 .breasts 
2 th ighs 
2 1egs 
· 3 wings 
A l so oth er h_ot d i n ners speci a l ly m ade to go 
Women approve 
tube fertilization 
(AP) - A national 
1hat ..85 percent of 
polled believe the 
of artificial fer­
be available to 
who cannot . have 
of 1 ,501 American 
and older, com­
. ts tnagazine and 
y, also found that 
that really counts­
ring age-a decisive 
nt would consider 
at the same time 63 
hibit the procedure 
had determined the 
fects. However, half 
·,Ppposed federal 
n:h .  
Latin for ''in glass" 
the mixing of a 
s sperm and egg in a 
tube to produce a 
which would then 
nted in the woman's 
in general of the methbd, compared to 
24 percent opposed and 24 percent 
unsure. 
Those who disapproved said it was 
unnatural, dangerous or wrong for 
moral or religious reasons. 
Parents magazine editor Elizabeth 
Crow said the survey was originally 
commi ssioned " because Parents 
magazine felt i t  was about time 
American women were asked how they 
felt about the procedure." 
The poll's margin of error was plus 
or minus 3 percent. 
According to the poll, part of the 
reason for support of the procedur·: 
was that 28 percent of those women 
quest ioned had experienced difficulty 
conceiving, and 20 percent said thc'y 
had unsuccessfully tried to become 
· pregnant for a year. 
· The survey revealed .a tremendous 
desire for natural motherhood, 10 the 
extent that 49 percent of the women 
believed a married couple should be 
permit led to . use . sperm from a not her 
medically-approved man if the 
husband's sperm was inadequate for 
conception. 
However, i i' given a choice, 57 
percent would -adopr a child ir they 
could not conceive normally, 21 
percent said they would w.e the 1cs1-
1ube method and 16 percent said they 
did not care wlJich method was used. 
demo$ plan· agenda 
Governor Jim �Thompson . 
The main concerns of both groups 
are to get people registered to vote, 
and both parties want people to get 
ization. involved. "It . is one thing to study 
ch active organiza- . Political Science, it is another to get 
Young Democrats involved in politics," Julie Sullivan, 
licans. vice president of the You�g Democrats, 
of the Young said. 
ftgistering people 
candidates to visit 
IODletime during the 
I dinner. 
College ·Republicans 
candidates night, a 
, a canv�s of the 
to Springfield to 
· first hand. . 
to :have a lot of 
to Eastern, includ­
State Alan Dixon and 
The Young Democrats have no 
regularly scheduled meetings. Instead 
they call their meetings as needed 
and hold them at their new head­
quarters, 207 Lincoln St. 
The College Republicans hold th�ir 
meetings at 7 p.m. every Monday in 
the Union addition Kansas Room. 
"If for no other reason, join to find 
out what's going on, "  College Repub­
lican President Sandy Eckhardt said. 
TO COLES COUNTY VOTERS 
5000 registered voters have ·been cancelled 
4 either thru not voting or thru notices from 
Commission. ARE YOU ONE Of THEM? 
e ff you are properly registered by contacting 
BACON, Coles County Clerk, Charleston 
. . . 
348-0523 or 348-050 1 or toll free 
om Mattoon 258-0523 or 258-0501 . .  
• 
DO IT NOW. : : .  :.:. 
ISTRATION WILL CLOSE OCTOBER 10, 1978 
------------ ---- -·-- - -
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Grassy ballet 
These two Eastern coeds could easily pass as two young ballerinas high 
stepping with finesse on a grassy knoll. However, they are actually passing the 
pigskifl in a pick up game of football on the south quad. (News photo by Craig 
Stockel) • 
To 
The Pick of the Crop 
�egQie QiQmelt 
CWendy vU01tgan 
Ceci  CQyan 
COebbie gchQabach 
You're an ALPHA SIG 
· You are ONE 
of the BEST1! ! 
Welcome to the Gang. 
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GUard mob i l ized to f ig ht rebe ls in  N icarag ua 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - Pre­
;ident Anastasio Somoza, in a bloody 
•truggl� to save his government, 
nobili2ed national guard reserves 
rhursday to throw into the fight 
lgainst rebels in at least seven 
'lficaraguan cities and towns. 
Three key cities in Nicaragua's 
)opulous northwest-Leon, Esteli and 
:hinandega-remained in rebel hands, 
· :heir national guard garrisons 
1emmed in by insurgents . Somoza's 
:ommanders w�re trying to get rein­
'orcements in to relieve the besieged 
:roops , and street fighting was 
:eported continuing in all three cities. 
Ne_w rebel attacks were reported 
lgainst two towns-Diriamba, 20 �iles 
;outh · of this capital city, and Penas 
31ancas, on the Costa Rica border. 
Abortion issue 
promotes 
Fund boycott 
CHICAGO (AP) - Representatives of 
four so-called pro-life groups 
mnounced plans Thursday to launch a 
:iationwide b oycott against United 
E"und campaigns which support 
?tanned parenthood and other groups 
)roviding abortion counseling. 
The Rev. Charles Fiore, president of 
�riends for Life , Inc., of Chicago, said 
:he groups are seeking support from 
>rganizations representing over 
W0,000 persons. He said 47 Roman 
:atholic and 10 non-Catholic organi­
�ations and professionals have signed 
l statement pledging their support for 
:he boycott. 
"The boycott won't be passive in 
my sense , "  said Fiore. "We're not 
�oing to give money to United Fund as 
ong as agencies that promote abortion 
ire among their recipients." 
A spokesman for the Chicago 
�etropolitan "Crusade of Mercy, " 
h:he local United Fund Campaign, said 
�· .::ontributors opposed to abortion can 
designate that their contributions be 
used to fund other groups. 
Joining the Friend for Life group in 
calling for the boycott were the 
Christian Action Council, of Wash­
ington, D.C.,  Alternatives to Abortion 
Internati � 11al,' Toledo, Ohio, and 
Lutherans for Life, of .Pennsauken, 
N.J. 
Prisor ·, r nabbed 
after  b •pf  taste 
of outs Je  world 
CHESTER, Ill . (AP) - A fleet-fOC'i �d 
prisoner had two minutes of fr, � 
from the Menard Correctiona 1 : 
Thursday afternoon befo: 
apprehended him, said tht> 
Warden Michael Lar 
Associated Press that· J 
Garriott, 3 1 ,  made a brec. ' 
east recreation yard as priS<, 
lining up to return to theL 
at midafternoon. 
"He scaled two fences, each h. 
barb.ed wire , "  said the warden. 
was apprehended by the staff with 
two minutes.. of that.ti� " � .. "" "" 'f ., . ' 
Garriott�+r� .be�:·�}t:April 3,' 1973, 
to serve a 1().;l4-)"n't"�tftl for deviate 
sexua1 assMt anc(·)W�e counts of 
aggravated-battery, was· scheduled to 
be released May 23, 1979. 
Sporadic street fighting was 
reported continuing in two other 
towns-Rivas, 80 miles south of Man­
agua, and Masaya, 18 miles to the 
southeast, where guard troops who 
won control of the town Tuesday were 
mopping up rebel stragglers. 
Bodies were being burned in the 
streets of some towns by Red . Cross 
workers, Associated Press newsmen in 
the countryside reported. · 
The casualty tool from the anti­
Somoza rebellion, in its sixth day, 
could not be determined precisely. 
Red Cross officials estimated at least 
500 persons had been killed and 1 ,000 
wounded since the pitched battles 
erupted Saturday. 
The Nicaraguan w ar threatened 
anew to involve other nations. 
· 
LL Col . Diego Landa Cerano, 
defense minister in neighboring Hon­
duras, said other Central American 
armies might go to Somoza's aid if the 
Nicaraguan president asks for assist­
ance under. the Central American 
mutual defense pact. 
In Panama, about 1 ,500 people were 
said to have enrolled in a voluntary 
brigade that organizers said would 
fight against Somoza's forces if he 
accepts outside help. 
A national guard spokesman 
claimed that three guerrilla · attacks in 
southern Nicaragua Tues day and · 
Wednesday were launched from Costa 
Rican territory and that some of the 
guerrillas were foreigners, but he did 
not say what nationality. 
Somoza has accused Cuba.of being 
behind the current uprising. 
The leftist Sandinistas recently h 
been winning 'the' support of n: 
moderate anti-Somoza Nicaragu1 
and virtually every gun-toting youtl 
rebellious towns boasts of bein1 
Sandinista. 
In another move Thursday; Som 
ordered military censorship of 
country' s  only opposition natio: 
newspaper, La Prensa. 
The former publisher of La Pren 
· longtime Somoza foe Pedro Joaq1 
Chamorro, was assassinated last J1 
10, setting off a months-fong round 
anti-Somoza violence and demands 
the president's resignation. 
Somoza says he will not leave ol 
until his term expires in 1981. 
MUSIC EXPLOSION ! 
L 
L P ' S 4 9 9  EACH 
TAP ES- 549  EACH 
Ac ros s  Open 
from daleS Su n d ay Ca m p u s Ti l ,  5 
FO.R N I G H T  B I CYCL E  R I D I N G 
Front li.ght 
We have everyth ing 
.from a 5 9c ·f/ash light ho lder 
Super Sport generator set 
with generator and tail light 
Do n 't be ca u g ht witho ut a l i g h t  a n d  ref l ect 
HARRISON'S SCHWINN CYCLERY 
' 
' 
9 1 4 1 7th ST. 
345•4223 
..- .. . . . . 
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students are often required by their instructors to d o  strange things. 
, entymology students Don Damsey, left, and Mark Herrod appear to 
· g themselves as they gather insects on campus Thursday for their 
�ews photo by Craig Stockel) 
re you get soaked-check the weather in the Eastern News. 
-
. ........ ..... ...,. 1. 
Senate committee okays 
_major· tax break for poor 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate $600 .· and �ake .some part of .j 
Finance Committee took the first step available for the first time to workin 
Thursday toward offsetting higher families with earnings of up to $12,()( 
Social Security taxes for most Ameri- a year. This change would benefit 7. 
cans and voted to expand a major tax million families ea.rning betwee . 
break for the working poor. · $4,000 and $12,000 a year. 
· 
.The committee indica_ted it will vote High-incom.e families would benef 
next week for addi_tional tax cuts of · most from raising the $750 exemptio 
around $2 billion. and repealing the individual cred 
The panel Thursday: because the exemption, which reduce 
--Approved a resolution in  the income subject to taxation, is wort 
House-passed bill that would increase morQ.·as income rises. 
the current $750-per-person exemp- tfh@:ilfldividual credit the panel vote 
tion to $ 1 , 000 but eliminate the to en<t allows a person to reduce taxe 
existing individual tax credit of at least by $35 for himself and each depender 
· $35 per person. or by 2 percent of the first $9,000 c 
--Voted to increase the existing $400 taxable income, for a maximum $1!! 
maximum earned-income credit to credit. 
. . 
C r o s s  d •• 
C ou n t y  ' OU •  up M a l l  
_ FASHIONS 
WELCOMES P ARENT.S 
W IN T E R  J A C K ET S  � 
N o w O n l y $ 2 8 
S P EC I A L  S ELEC T I O N O F  P A N TS 
5 0 % ·o f f  
H u n d re d s  o f  N e w  Fa l l  Fa s h i q n s  . . .  
· s t a rt i ng a t  $ 1 2 
Swi nging Disco Dr�sses ! 
DOT -� M A R Y  M OON_ 
12 •astern flews Friday , Sept. 15, 1978 -
Ali eyes 3rd t itle in rematch with Spinks 
N E W O R L E A N S  ( A P ) 
Muhammad Ali will try to become the 
first man to win the heavyweight 
championship three times Friday night 
when he fights Leon Spinks, an ex­
Marine whose fists could write the end 
to the Ali Era. 
"This will be my last fight," Ali has 
said. "I can't go on much longer even 
if 1 wanted to. , ; But should the 36-
year-old Ali win ,  he could change his 
mind for "one more" fight. Ali has 
retired before. 
A loss, however, probaQii would 
make the scheduled 1 5-rounder in the 
Superdome the last one in the most 
spectacular career in sports history. 
" l  will go down as the firsr man to 
win the title three times," said Ali and 
it seems that much of the public agrees. 
In fact, the general attitude appears· to 
be that Ali is champion and Spinks is 
the challenger. Spinks is aware of this 
feeling, but says it doesn't bother him. 
"The only difference in this fight 
from the other one is that this time I'm 
Bucs, Wolves 
debut in Big 1 o 
(AP) Michigan and Ohio State, the 
perennial Big Ten football champions, 
make their season debuts Saturday but 
the conference spotlight will be on the 
Michigan State-Purdue game. 
Coaches Darryl Rogers of Michigan 
State and Jim Young of Purdue ob- · 
viously enjoy the emphasis piaced on 
the game but both wish that it could be 
played later. 
The game is considered critical in the 
belief that the winner might go so far 
as to challenge the Big Ten .cham­
pionship domination of Ohio State and 
Michigan. 
Ohio State will concern itself with 
conference matters later. First, the 
sixth-ranked Buckeyes make their · 
season debut against fifth-ranked Penn 
State which already has a 2-0 record. 
Ohio State Coach Woody. Hayes 
insists Penn State " has a tremendous 
advantage" by having played · two 
� . . . MAY BE TOO INTENSE • $' 
E9 FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN • ' 
Fina l Week 
.• , 5:00 ��- 7 : 15, 9:30 
is 
trying to keep it , not get it," said 
Spinks. " l  ain't predicting. The best 
man wins. " 
Spinks, a suppose� "lamb" with 
just ·seven pro fights behind him, "was 
led to slaughter" at Las Vegas last Feb. 
1 5 .  He won the world heavyweight 
championship on a split decision. 
The championship world for the 25-
year-old Spinks has shrunk since then. 
On March 18, the World Boxing 
Council withdrew title recognition 
from Spinks for failure to meet an 
agreement to fight Ken Norton and 
bestowed recogmuon on Norton. 
Larry Holmes now is WBC champion 
while Spinks still  is recognized by the 
World Boxing Association. 
However, many people, including 
Ali, consider Spinks the true world 
champion. "When he beat me he was 
champion of the whole world," said 
Ali, indicating that he will become 
champion of ·the whole world by 
winning. " Larry Holmes is a paper 
champion. ' '  
ABC-TV estimates 75 mi!Hon people 
in the Unites States alone will watch 
Ali's bid on television while Louisiana 
Sports, Inc .• the local promoter, says 
more that 60,000 will show up in the 
Superdome. 
ABC will telecast from 8 p.m.  to 1 1  
p . m . ,  EDT, with an area within a , 
radius of 200 miles from New Orleans 
blacked out. Two of the other three 
championship fights on the card will be 
televised. 
After his upset loss to Spinks, for 
which he weighed 224 V.. pounds, Ali 
said, "I' l l  weigh 2 1 5  next time. I'll be 
in better shape." 
Ali seems . to b.e · in shape but he 
weighed in officially Thursday at 22 1 .  
Spinks, who was at 1 97 Y.. i n  Las 
Vegas, weighed 20 1 .  
Ali's try at becoming the first three­
time heavyweight champion comes 14 
years and seven months after he first military service but he won it b 
won the title by knocking out Sonny age 32 by k nocking out 
Liston in seven rounds. It was taken punching George Foreman in 
away in 1 967 for his refusal ·to enter eighth round in Africa, Oct. 30, 19' 
PARENTS WEEKEND SPECIA 
Panatela® Vested Suits 
�orduroy· 
by Levi 
.. . 
Means I 
Country ) 
Elegance 
Attention to 
detail - the 
leather patches, 
the ticket pocket 
.-make Panatela's 
corduroy 
, separates feel 
l right anywhere. 
By Levi's• 
Sportswear. 
AW 
• Quality never goes out of style. 
- 3 colors 
Beige· 
Rust 
Blue 
Brushed Deni 
by Levi 
2 colors 
Beige 
Brown Lee 
Blue Denim 
2 styles· by Lee 
Values from 
$95 .00 to $110.00 
Now - $79.99 . 
I I 
11il ay lt 11 
I . 
flrhhrr  
• •  
I C!tlnt:Q\r 
. South Side of Squ 
last year's national 
Eastern cross country 
·ng for their Parents 
against St. Louis 
Southeast Missouri 
1 1  a.m. on the golf 
of O'Brien Field. Coach 
harriers opened their 
annual meet against 
weekend and will be 
t of their two home 
part of the weekend 
a Alpha fraternity was 
the weekend in the 
ioumament, played at 
Oiarleston. _ 
defeated Phi Sigma 
the opening game, won 
Hall 9-3 in the senli-
t Stephenson Hall in the 
contest. 
pitched all three games 
, allowing only four runs 
pmes. He was aided by a 
· committed just one 
tournament. 
at 6:30 a.m.,  the Run For 
Program will meet on the 
at the Lantz Fieldhouse. 
women between the ages of 
who are interested in lear­
the program are asked to 
th year of operation, ap­
y 125 people are currently 
three workouts per week . 
of the program is to h.elp 
intain new levels of car­
ory fitness. It is not a 
ion program for former 
latients. Medical approval is 
most local physicians have 
forms. 
ttudent interested in doing 
work in the basketball office 
tact coach Don Eddy at 58 1 -
report to Room 262 in the 
·1ding. 
to 
Friend ly  P l ace 
To be  Sunday  M orn ing 
Coffee Hour - 1 0 a m  
W orship - 1 0:30 am 
F i rst 
Presbyterian 
f • \ • 
· Ch urch 
--- ----------
Boe·s 
PACKAG E 
LI Q U O RS 
I 
· I 345-4636 
' . . . 
• Stro hs 
1 2 pk 
• • 
Friday , Sept . 1 5 , 1 9 7 8  
WEEKEND . 
SPECIALS 
Mon-Thurs 9- 1 2  
9- 1 Fri-Sat 
Sun 1-6 
• • • $3.49 . 
I 
I Stro hs l6oz Returna bles . $6.90 Case - $ 1 .00 Deposit 
I I 
I Special Ex po rt 
• 99� - · • • 
7 oz Non Returnables 
,�������������������� I White Tave rn Vo dka · • • $6.98 
E a s tern N e w s 1 3  
I Bet You 
Didn't 
Know 
I 
I 
Brought to you by Bob Gilbertson I 
Do you know how many major I 
college lool ball teams in the last 50 i 
years have been able to go through a f regular season unbeaten. untied and j U NSCORED ON. all year? . . .  Only 3 
teams have done it in all this time. . 11 .They were Colgate in 1 9 32. Duke in 1 9 38: and Tennessee in 1 939. and 
no team has been able lo do ii since I 
then. I 
Which are the largest football 
stadiums in America?. . . There are 
only 3 which can seat more than 
1 00,000 'people . . .  Can you name all 
3? . . .  They are the Rose Bowl in 
Pasadena, Calif . . .  The University of 
Michigan Stadium in Ann Arbor. Mich. 
. .  And JFK Stadium in Philadelphia. 
Did you know that 4 U .S. Presidents 
played college football?. . Can you 
name the 4 who did? . . .  They were 
President Eisenhower who was a 
hallbac�. at Army in 1 9 1 2  . . .  President 
Kennedy who was " junior varsity end 
rit Harvard in 1 93 7 .  . President Nixon 
who was a lineman at Wh11t1er College 
in 1 9 3 1  ·32 ·33 . .  And Presidtint Ford 
who was a center tor Mich1qa11 1n 
1 932 33.34 
I bet you didn't know . . .  Bob pic�s 
Eastern ove·r Northern Iowa 30- 1 4  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I f 1 .  75 Liter 
I 
Cotios Scotch • •  $4.98Qt. ��-----.,.-�������- ' l 
· Westchester Gin • 
Hiram Wa lke r • • • 
. $3 .98Qt. 
• . $3.98 
Slo e Gin 750 MML 
F olonari Wines 
2 lite rs . I . I Mix o#, M�t�h • $3.72 I 
1 .  Valpolicella \ 
2. Soave I 
0 3. Rardolino 
11 
I B B ' s  4. La�briim) I • 
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1 4  ........ ... . Friday, Sept. 1 5 . ·1 978 
He l p  
Yo·ur  
Shape 
Wo r l d  
j o i n· t he East e.rn  New 
We have open � ngs for 
wr i t ers 
phot ographers 
copy edi tors 
Come by the Eastern News Office in  
Heads up Buik " g, or call 581 -28 1 2  and ask for Norm. 
Eastern's rugby team members pay close attention at a drill this week. The 
team will play Peoria at 1 :30 p.m. Saturday at Eastern. 
Official Notices 
ISSC 
FALL REFUND DEADLINE · For a student to receive the full 
The last day to withdraw from tt>e amount of the ISSC award. (s)he 
University and receive a 50°., refund MUST be enrolled for twelve credit 
of fees and tuition is TUESDAY. hours (excluding all Audit courses).  A 
SEPTEMBER 1 9. 1 978. student enrolled for 6· 1 1 . hours 
Michael D Taylor (inclusive) is entitled to the half ·time 
Director, Registration award. Any student indicating an ISSC 
ALL STUDENTS award incorrectly will be rebilled for 
,\ student obtaining employment.ori· the amount due. 
campus should be certain befQfe A student holding an ISSC Monetary 
(:>)he starts working that a Stud�� . �ard is required to report other non· 
Employment Authorization is sub- iepayable gift aid (such as BEOG) to 
milted to the Office of Financial Aids. the ISSC. The blue copy of the 
Rm. 9·B. Student Services Building. student's notification statu� may be 
Brenda Sweetin used for this purpose: if this is not 
Student Employment Program Adviser available. then {s)he must write a 
ALL STUDENTS letter to the ISSC at 1 02 Wilmot Road. 
If you are attending any c.lass in Deerfield. IL 6001 5 reporting the aid. 
which your name does not appear on Students may confer with the Office 
the official tenth·day class roster. of Financial Aids before forwarding 
immediately contact the Registration this report. 
Office to resolve ttie problem. 
FAILURE TO DO SO COULD RESULT 
IN LOSS OF CREDIT. 
Mictiael o. Taylor 
Sue C. Sparks 
Director of Financial Aids 
Director, Registration . 
STUDENT CONDUCT CODE 
alleged infractions of those standards. 
All members of the student body are 
responsible for knowledge of .the 
provisions of the Code. Copies of the 
Student Conduct Code are available in 
all residence · hall offices, in the 
Student Activities and Organizations 
Office (3 1 6  University Union). and in 
the Office of the Vice President for 
Student Affairs ( 1 1 7  Old Main ) .  
Keith Kohanzo. Advisor 
Student Judiciat System 
STUDENT TEACHERS AND 
OFF-CAMPUS INTERNS 
Student teachers and off-campus 
interns should note that aid checks 
will not be mailed as in previous years. 
All aid must be· obtained in the Office 
of Financial Aids. If you plan to arrive 
on campus for this purpose after 3 
p . m  . .  please notify us ahead of time in 
order that we can get your check from 
:1., the. Business Office. If you are able to 
come here only on weekends. please 
''. 'obti1�C us during the week so that the FINANCIAL AIDS FORMS 
, .�pplicatior fo_r�s . for . 1ssc . and , BEOG are available in the Office of 
F<nancial Aids. Student Services 
Building, Room 1 2-B. 
A new Student Conduct Code is office can be opened at the time you 
Sue C. Sparks 
Director of F!nancial Aids· 
effective · this semester The Code specify. 
describes University behavioral Sue C. Sparks 
Director of Financial Aids 
TC:ACHER EDUCATION ADMISSION 
' students desiring · to enter 
standards for students and explains 
the disciplinary system which has 
been established to adjui:licate 
Official Notices are paid for through the Office of 
University Relations . Questions concerning noticea 
should be directed to thatoffice. 
elementary and secondary teacher 
preparation programs should meet in 
the Buzzard Education Building 
Auditorium on September 2 6 .  1 978,  
at  9 : 00 A.M.  OR 2 :00 P . M .  Any 
student who has completed, or will 
complete. forty semester hours at the 
close of the Fall Term. 1 978,  and who 
has not already completed the ap· 
plication form. should attend one of 
these meetings. The next enrollment 
meeting will be held spring semester. 
Ronald Leathers. Director 
Pre-Student Teaching Clinical Ex­
periences 
TEXTBOOK LIBRARY NOTES 
Textbook sales for the Fall 
Semester will begin on 'September 
1 8 ,  1 978 and will end on October 2 7 .  
1 978. Texts are sold at a discount 
depending upon the number of limes 
that the text has been checked out. 
Students who wish to purchase a text 
which is checked out to them must 
bring the text with them at the time of 
the sale. 
Discarded texts will be available for 
sale prices ranging from $ 1 . 00 to 
$. 1 O throughout the semester. 
Richard L. Sandefer 
Manager. Textbook Library 
as. in Business 
Bachelor degree cand' 
Education and S.S. r1 
Teacher Certificatioll r 
degree by the end ol 
Term, 1 979. should au 
placement meetings hst 
meetings are being held in 
Room of the Universi�U 
Tues . .  Sept. 1 9  · 2 p.rnt 
Wed . ,  Sept. 20 · 1 1  a.m. 
Wed . ,  Sept. 20 · 3 p.m, 
Thurs . .  Sept. 2 1  · 9 a.m 
Fri . .  sept. 22 · 4 p.m. 
Mon., Sept. 25 · 2 p II\ 
Tues . .  Sept. 26 · 3 p.111. 
Wed . .  Sept. 27 · 1 0 a . 
Wed . ,  Sept. 27 · 4 p.m. 
Thurs . ,  Sept. 28 · 3 p."' 
Fri .. Sept. 29 · 2 p.rn. 
The dates of the m 
B.S.  in,Edue<atiol'I. B.S 
TeachE!r. _Gertific�tfC 
nounced in the Sep 
of the Eastern News. 
If placement reg1str 
one year beyond gra 
$ 2 5. 00 is charged to r 
Jametl 
Career Planninlf 11 Pl 
......... .... �1 !5 
lassified.Ads 
Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1 -
281 2. A correct ad will appear in the next edition. Unless 
notified' we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. 
Wanted 
1 female roommate in new apt. on 
Lincoln. 78. 00/month plus utilities. 
Sept. rent already paid. Need im­
mediately. Call 345-7647 after Sept . 
5 .  
_____________1 8  
Students interested in joining the 
"Young Democrats" call 345-3898 or 
345-6 1 56. 
____________ 1 5  
This could have been your 
classified ad. To find out how, call 
Mary at 581 -28 1 2, or check the 
order form at the bottom of the 
page . . .  today! 
For Rent 
5 bedroom house, partially fur­
nished, close to campus. Security 
deposit req. 345-9369. 
____________ 1 9  
________ 1 8  Small one-bedroom trailer. Three 
: Must be 21 years of 
· ed physical .and have 
d that will qualify for a 
Bus Drivers permit. 
________ 1 5  
ful time babysitter and 
Monday thru Friday 3-
. in my home; car 
345-442 1 after 
__ 1 5  
1 5  
T, Th 1 2·3 p.m. 1 4  
girl. Own transportation . 
of Morton Park. Call 345· 
blocks from Morton Park. Private lot. 
$ 1 30/mo. APPIY in person. Gates­
Preston Firestone, 7 1 4  Monroe. 
_____________1 8  
Furnished, 2 bedroom apt., near 
square, contact 1 409 1 0th. no. 6. . . . .  , . ;n 
1 bedroom unfurnished apartment 
one block north of campus available 
immediately. $ 1 65 monthly, plus 
utilities. Single student, references 
required. Mary Komada, 348-0 1 9 1 . 
_____________ 1 9  
For Sale 
Must sell 1 973 Vega G.T. $600 or · 
best offer. Excellent running con­
dition. Call 345-6023. 
�-�------__, ___ 1 5  
Kenwood 9400 receiver. 1 20 
w/ch. ,  $350. SAE XXXIB amplifier, 
70 wtch. ;  $ 1 25.  Johnson 1 30A C.B. 
telephone. $85. All equipment like 
new .. 345:9573. Dan. 
------------�1 5  
Beautiful sun screens for trucks, 
vans and aquarium background. 
Phone 349-8387 
· 
--
-------�--- 1 5 
Allee. Lansing spkrs. with compact 
Zenith1 Garrard FM stereo AM. Ph 
5898. 
--
-------�-�-
1 5 
__ 20 3 Rich Little tickets for sale. 7 :00 
,&ervice Station now ac- · show. Call 58 1 -3 1 66.  
· 
lions for part time help. 
n .  743 1 8th St. 
---
2 1  
. " 
, ' 
� I  I 
_20 . 
1 5  
1 9 70 Chevy Impala 4 door sedan. 
air conditioning. ·  asking $500. 58 1 -
5 5 7 1 . 
--
--��--- 1 5  
For sale: 1 97 4 CB Honda 360-
low mileage, excellent condition . 
$525 or best offer. Also . t 954 
Chevrolet pickup, $225 or besi offer. 
Call 345· 786 1 .  
_____________ 1 8  
DOONESBURY 
' . � . 
OH, NO, 
@DIE! 
NClT AGAIN/ 
I 
I I •  ' '  
' 1 ' 
AND RUN FOR 
For Sale 
1 970 V.  Wagon-good condition. 
cassette player, speakers, $700 or 
best offer. Phone 345-3235 after 6 
p.m.  
_____________ 1 5  
For sale: 450cc Honda motorcycle , 
double overhead cam. Good con­
dition. Must sell. Call J. Dean at 58 1 -
2434. 
' 
-----------'-- 1 5  
1 978 Ho·nda Express 50cc. Ex-
cellent condition . See John. Physical 
Plant. 
___________ 1 5 , 1 8 , 20 
1 97 1  Honda . CB 350. Recently 
overhauled and in good condition. 
Call 58 1 -2382. 
___________ __,,._ 1 5  
1 97 1  Plymouth Duster. New: carb, 
starter, valves, brakes, exhaust. 345-
934 7 .  
Epicure model ten speakers­
$ 1 50/paJr .  581 -51 1 4, ask for Bill . 
_____________ 1 5  
Brand new Utah speakers for sale. 
1 2 inch woofer, 5 inch midrange and 
2 Y2 inch tweeter. $50 each. Call 58 1 -
2033. -
_____________ 1 9  
AM-FM indash car radio. audiovox. 
$20.00, 345·9536. 
Annou ncements 
When you think of kegs and 
package liquor. . .think of Bob's 
Package Liquor. 345-4636. 
__ oo 
CHESS! Tournaments. ladder. 
instruction. Beginners to experts 
welcome. Saturday mornings 9:30 in 
the Union. Please brini;i a set . 
_____________20 
PLANT SALE (Decorate your dorm). 
Clothing, Dishes, Misc. _9:00 a.m.-
3:00 p.m. Sat . .  · Sept. 1 6. 1 9 2 1  
University Drive. 
PARKING-1·2 block from campus. 
$1 0 per semester. 345-60 1 0. 
15 
Happy Birthday Soror Francene 
Gilmer. May your ' 'Day" be pleasant. 
Sisterly, Sorors of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc., Eta Gamma Chapter. 
��-
-�--------
1 5 
MAR. Welcome back, I'll never let 
you- down again. Let's make it last 
forever this time. ( love you . 
Honeybunch 
1 5  
M & B. Run well Saturday mo.ming 
and we·11 be hot.to trot Saturday night. 
Your no. 1 fans. P & M. 
KAZ · and EIU's whole super 
_____ ..__..,.,.....,....,._.......,. ____ o volleyball team: Bump, set, spike ! '  
1 969 Super Sport Camaro. Recent Clobber WIU! BR, JK, CB, TD, etc. 
new motor. Mags, 4: 1 1  posi-trac, 
automatic, $900. Call 235- 1 495 
between 2:00 and.5:00 p.m.  
1 8  
1 97 7  Honda Civic. CBCC Hat­
chback. 5 speed, rear defroster, 
radial tires. excellent condition . Call 
348-8895 after 4 p.m. 
__ .....,.,..;..-___..��....:_-' .:____20 
'72 Ford pickup. i;; ton. 302 vs 3-
speed. New tires. 345-3244. 
--
---------�
1 9  
1 9 77 Dodge Van Tradesman 1 00,  
AM-FM stereo 8-track., 6 cylinder 
standard, power steering, $4.400. 
Very clean! Phone 348-0279. 
· · · , .  · -: .. ao 
1 h yr. old 1 0 speed bicycle & set 
of ladies golf clubs with bag & cart. 
345-295 1 .  
2 1 
· 1 97 4 .  MG Midget. 34,000 miles 
ziebarted. Good condition . $1 800. 
581 -3282 . 
_._i_:_"-�-���------��O 
1 976 Ford Van. Air, cruise, etc. 
Beautiful conversion. Low miles. Cost 
over $ 1 0, 500. $6,800 or offer, no 
tax. 345- 7 2 78 or 345-7083. 
Announcements 
4 tickets to Mark Twain Revisited. 
Call Julie 58 1 -5044. 
--
-- --�-
--- ..:. 1 5  
3 good seats to 7 p.m.  Rich Little 
show Call 581 ·3668. 
__ 1 5  
7JfAT'£, THE SEaJNf) �-
8ACX IN A ROIJJ 7HAT 1£'5 
CL07HE5LIN£1)! HE!5 BO/NG 
701<1/.1... tl5 IA/fTH Pf:NACTIBS! 
/ 
----__.,�--..��"-'-�-� 1 5  
Elect Wendell Gamble president of 
the BSU "of the people, by the people 
and for the people ."  
_ _.,..,__ __ ��-------1 5  
To Miss Francene Gilmer: "Happy 
Birthday" Soror and may you have 
many, many more. Sisterly love. Soror 
Yvette. 
. 1 5  
Garage Sale: Books, shelves. 
women's unused thermo stockings 
and hosiery. Sat. 9-5. Sept . 1 6 . 1 07 1  
91h St. 
1 5  
Help' I need ride to Chicago Heights 
and/or Lincoln Mall. Will help gas with 
cash. Call Steve 2591 . 
- 1 5  
First Baptist Church-Morning 
worship 9:30 a.m . .  Church school 
1 0:30 a.m. -college class. Evening 
service 6 : 00 p.m. Student mem­
bership available. Ride the church 
van-call 345-2856, 345-508 1 . 
--�---mwf22 
Will the University Board ushers 
who are ushering' the Rich Little 
concert Sat . night please be at Lantz 
Gym by no"later than 5 p . m .  There has 
been a time change due to doors 
opening at 6 p . m .  For the 9 : 30 show, 
be there at 8:30. Thanks. 
1 5  
Experienced typist will do any 
typing, fast, efficient. reasonable. 
345-7755. 
__ mwf29 
I'M 5()fQ?{, 
aJKE, fAIHlfT'alER Q'J4(J(. I 
)f}(J fetJ 7H/fT KIO /.f.J5l" HAVE 
MIS WAY W f£J./... · MISCAJ..CU-
WT OF LINE. ! lA7F.{) 7HE3 
005A6E .. . 
I� 
Announcements 
I'll do any typing. Fast. Cheap rates. 
Call Mary at 348-8576 after 5. 
----�----- - 00 
D A N C E ': B a l l e t -J a z z - T a p ,  
Registration for fall classes-childreri. 
teens and adults. Call 345 - 7 1 82. 
JACQUELINE BENNETT DANCE 
CENTER. 
-------- - , __  - - - 1 5  
JACQUELINE BENNETT DANCE 
CENTER Special beginning class in 
BALLET and JAZZ. For teens and 
' adults. To start September 1 8. Class 
size is limited so call now. 345-7·1 82.  
_ _ ,____ 1 5  
Art 'materials sale at Neers Paint 
Store. 620 6th St. 
- --�-�- 15 
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES' Send 
$1 . 00 for your 
·
256-page, mail order 
catalog of Collegiate Research . 
1 0 , 250 topics listed. Prompt 
Delivery. Box 25907-B. Los Angeles. 
Calif. 90025. ( 2 1 3) 4 77-8226. 
----·--·-- - - -· -- 1 7  
I'll type for you. Call Sandy at 345-
9·397_ 
mwt - ---- ... ·• : ATTENTION: Commuters from 
Tuscola interested in car pools. Call 
253-2984. 
------ 1 5  
Karate-Mon . .  Wed • Fri . 6:30 to 
8 : 30. Lantz Field House. 345-7489. 
� ......... -�---· -- - ·- -� - 22 
Crafts and arts supplies. The Crall 
Spot . 805 1 8th. 345-2833. 
oe 
Lost and Found 
I am six years old and have lost my 
kitten . It has a while collar. is multi­
colored and is 4 months old Ple<1se 
return .  345-2803. 
. 1 8  
Blue-tinted glasses found on 4th St 
Contaci EIU Hfotory department 
. 1 ti  
Found: ID belonging lo Tini Peters. 
SS 338-52-1 460 . Claim iii Booth 
Library Circulation desk. 
1 8  
Found: Ladies· gold Wiilch ne<1r 
Fourth _and Polk last Friday about 
noon. Must give description lo clHim 
Call 58 1 - 28 1 2  or come to Eastern 
News office. 
Lost: Men's "Old Enyto1 u.J" gold 
watch . If found contact Paul tiS 1 -
6 1 49.  
. 1 5  
STOLEN from Brittany Aparts '75 
Yamaha 250 Enduro. Orange & white 
gas tank. Large reward for <1ny useful 
info. No questions askect. I just want 
my bike. 348-0397 
· 
1 8  
Lost : 2 pair glasses in case near 
Andrews Hall Call 254 7.  
OH, MY GOO! 
He'5 60/NG 
AFTCR. 7HE ll£F! \ 
-==- (  
1 5  
COST PER DAY: 50 cents for 1 0  words o r  less, $1 for 1 1 -20 words. Students get 5 0  per cent 
discount if paid in advance. All ads under $2 MUST be paid in advance Name 
and phone number are required for office purposes. 
NAME: 
ADDRESS 
'_DAYS. 
----- --�-""'\ 
.. 
-����-__.;,,..__ .. --.. ._..,_-i• -- -- .-...:.-. 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern News box in Union or 
bring to News office in Student Services Building b� noon the. n�y before it is 
to run . 
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Panthers host U N I i n  M CC o pe 
by Carl Gerdovich · 
Some interesting comparisons are 
on tap this weekend when Eastem's 
· Panthe�s host the Panthers from 
Northern Iowa m the Mid-Continent 
-C-onfereuce (MCC) opener_ for- coach· 
l)amill -Mudra'"s squad. � 
A Parents Weekend crowd in excess 
of 8,000 is expected at O ' Brien 
Stadium for the 1 :30 kickoff to see if 
Eastern's winning ways will continue. 
Mudra's Panthers come in at 2-0 
following decisive wins t�at has netted 
them over 900 yards offensively. To 
complement that, the defensive unit 
has yielded just 309 tota� yards. 
Northern Iowa enters at 1 - 1  on the 
season, having lost a 31-14 MCC 
contest last week to the league' s  
preseason favorite, Yo.ungstowii State. 
The Northern Panthers slipped past 
Wisconsin-Whitewater, 15-12, in the 
opener. 
Similar comparisons unfold for this 
MCC matchup, including a battle of 
two of the most prominent coaches 1n 
Division II competition. Mudra and 
Northern Iowa's Stan Sheriff rank 
two-three among the most winningest 
coaches at this level of football. 
Panther quarterback Steve Turk's 
counterpart is  three year starter Terry 
Allen, who Jed Northern Iowa to five 
victories in its last seven games a year 
ago. 
Although suffering a shoulder sepa­
ration in last year's opener, Allen still 
led the Panther team in total offense 
with 1318 yards. 
"They have a strong quarterback in 
(Terry) Allen and ifhe get� i1ot, It 'll be 
tough to stop him," Eastern coach 
Mudra said. 
Turk, too, functions as Eastem's 
offensive weapon. Having thrown for 
369 yards in two games, the junior 
college transfer has completed .65 
Eastern's Ron Mahalic (8 1 ) gains yardage after snaring 
one of four passes in the Panther's 4 1 � 1 6 opening game 
win over Central ,State. Mahalic , ? freshman , has played a 
key· role in the Panther offense from his tight 
(News photo by Rich Bauer) 
percent of his passes for three TD 's. . Cobb a mistake. direction well. 
In the backfield with their respective ".We've got it together," Eastern Another key tangle will 
signal caller's are Eastem's Poke defensive coach Harvey Willis said. Eastern's Pete Catan at 
Cobb and Lonnie""Denton, two explo- "It's hard to defend us, everybody's on the right side with N 
sive runners matched up against NIU doing their job . The opponents can't Steve Wright at offensiv4 
Kelly Ellis and Norm Montgomery. _ concentrate on any one man." Catan weighs in at 230, 
Cobb is averaging 129 yards per Northern Iowa's Ellis is a speedster "Wright is their b' 
game rushing, setting a career touch- who Mudt. nows "is a super rwming- strongest man. He's a 
down record_of 23 last week. Denton back." Starting only. seven games last · know Pete will be re 
offers .additional speed and power season, Ellis still rushed for 853 yards. defensive line coach J 
making any opponents desire to key on Besides his speed he changes said. 
U MSL looking to a veng e Eastern 's wins 
Eastern's Colin Cumberbatch, a new recruit from England, played a key role 
in defeating University of St. Louis in last Saturday's game as he kicked the ball 
out of St Louis range. The booters meet University of St. Louis Saturday at II 
a.m. at Lakeside Field and hope to boost their season record from 1 - _1 to 2-1 . 
by Kathy Klisares 
Head .soccer coach ScheIIas Hynd­
man hopes to do some swapping with 
University of Mi�'Quri- St. Louis after 
Saturday's 11  a.m. game at Lakeside 
Field. 
He' . is pleased with the Panther 
defense, confident of the ·forward line, 
assured about the man in the goal, but 
is ready to trade Eastem's number 
seven position for UMSL' s number six 
slot in the Midwestern ratings. ' 'Who­
ever wins this game will move up, "  
Hyndman said. 
Both teams will enter what has been 
named the "Midwest game of the 
week" with a 1-1 season mark. "It is 
going to be a SO/SO game," Hyndman 
said. "I don't expect much of a 
margin, maybe a one or 'two goal 
difference," he added. 
FollClwing "Q\l"( . biggest; ga me 
on the schedule! '  : As Hyndman 
described it, both coaches will nomin­
ate one player as most valuable and 
the one selected will p roce ed as a 
candidate for All-American honors. 
"Thts will be a d 
factor for both te 
remarked, as is post 
regional game hostina-
"They're out for 
we beat them twice 
they alwasy hassle us 
foreign players and· 
the St. Louis area," H 
Recruited from the 
this season were f 
Grassi and Mike Bess 
line. Sophmore Mike 
be playing a key 
offence along with 
fielder Nick Traina. 
Equipped to �aa 
gressive, press 
gth will be our con 
said. "It's impo 
quickly and concen 
ball possession type 
.control, "  tie added. 
"We'll have to t 
the �ing, move it 
on the shots," Hyn 
look for a really 
another step up for 
t�e verge of 
ea r ent s weekend . 
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Litt l e, _Two i n  
offered for _ 
. 
weekend :: 
pa ge 9 j 
2 •••t•r• •••• 
SEVEN SPRINGFIELD ARTISTS -
Sept. S through Oct. 4, Paul Sargent 
Art Gallery, Old Main. 
ATELIER 1 7: RETROSPECT - Aug. 
17 through . Oct. l ,  Krannert Art 
:::::::rb} � 
DOLLY PARTON - 8 p.m.,  Sept. 22, 
Hulman Civic University Center, Terre 
Haute, Ind. , Tickets: SS.SO, $6.SO, 
$7.50. 
OUTLAWS - 8 p . m . ,  Sept. 23, Lantz 
Gymnasium, Tickets: $6, $6.50,$7. 
BOB DYLAN-8:30 p . m . ,  Oct. 1 4, 
Hulman Civic UniversiW Center, Terre 
Haute, Ind . ,  tickets:3�r �8. 50, $ 1 0. 
' �THE END"-7 p . m . ,  9 p. m . ,  Will 
Rodgers Theatre; Adult tickets: $2. 50. 
" S O D O M  A N D  
� .... ..,. - �  • f 
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GOMORRAH "-Saturday, various 
residence halls; no admission fee. 
"AL ICE IN WONDERLAND" and 
"THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF 
P I NOCCHIO" -begins at dusk , 
Charleston Drive-In; Adult tickets: 
Concert Hall. 
PIAN O DUO-KA R E N  
G E O R G E  S A N D E R S-8 
Tuesday, Dvorak Concert Hall. 
7:30 p.m. ,  Sept. 29, Hu 
A N D  University Center, Terre Ha 
p . m .  Tickets: $3·, SS, $6, $7. 
$2.50. . 
. "JAWS II "-2:30 p . m . ,  5 p . m . ,  
7 : 1 5 . p. m . �  9:30 p . m . :  Mattoon Twin 
Cinema; Adult tickets: $2.50. tt lIB@@tt (j'@ �� [?)@tt[?)@Q!J�fl'll 
" HOO PER"-2: 1 5  p . m . ,  �: 1 0  
p . m . ,  7 p.m. ,  9 p.m . , Mattoon Twin 
Cinema; Adult tickets: $2 .50. 
"AIRPORT 77"-6:30 p . m . ,  9 
p. m . ,  Wednesday, Union Grand 
Ballroom , Admission: 75 cents. 
THE MERRY WIDOW, by Franz 
Lehar, 8 p . m . ,  Friday, Saturday, 
Sunday, Festival Theatre, Krannert 
A rts Center, University of Illinois, 
Champaign-U rbana. Tickets: . $3.50, 
$4 .50, $5 . 50. 
p.����d����G�i-s�!�1a����s ��� � �@ (f� � 
Man Band; Thursday, What's Left SOCCER-Eastern vs. Missouri/St. 
jazz band; Cover charge $ 1 .  Louis, 1 1  a. m.  Saturday, soccer field. 
TED' S  WAREHOUSE-All start 9 FOOTBALL-Eastern vs, Northern 
p . m . ;  Friday, Skater; Saturday, Iowa, 1 : 30 p.m.  Saturday, O'Brien 
Eargasm; Monday, Full House; Field. 
Thursday, Havana Ducks. Cover CROSS COUNTRY-E
.
astem vs. 
charge: $ 1 .  St .  Louis U niversity, Southeast 
KEN NETH DRAKE, pianist-8 M issouri, 1 1  a. m . ,  Saturday, south of 
p.m.  Tuesday, Grat Hall, Krannert 0'.Brien Field . . 
Center for the Performing Arts, WOMEN'S TENNIS-Eastern vs. 
University of Illinois Urbana. Tickets: _De Paul ,  1 0:30 a .m.  Saturday, Weller 
$ 1 .25.  . tennis courts. 
BILLY STONE-8 p.m. Thursday, WOMEN' S .TENNIS-Eastern vs. 
Rathskellar Coffeehouse, University I ndiana State, 4 p.m.  Tuesday, Weller 
Union Addition Admission: 50 cents tennis courts. 
O R G A N  RE C I T  A L - G A R Y  NBA EXIBITION GAMF - - With 
ZWICKY_..:..8 p.m. Sunday, Dvorak Indiana Pace r s  �nd Chicago Bulls, 
NATIONAL 
C O N T E S T  A N D  
F E S T I V A L - L i n c o l n  
Saturday, Sunday. Lincolf 
Campus, Lincoln, Il l .  Other 
Rail-splitting championshil 
tomahawk throwing cha 
match. 
A P P L E  A N D  
FESTIVAL- I O  a.m. to 
Saturday, Sunday, DeWitt 
M useum grounds, Clinton, I 
for Victorian Melodrama on 
features: flea market, hancl 
wheat and corn. 
1 00-MILE BIKE TOU� 
leaves from Urbana-Cha 
more information call 367-3 
Verge Staff 
Verge editor . . . . . . . .  Sue 
Ass't. Verge editor . . . .  . 
Reporters . . . . . . . . . .  .
Jennifer Schultze, Bob 
ES P E CIA LLY FO R YO U 
MO M & DA D 
Th e U n i on Booksto re Wi l l . Be O pe n  
SAT. 9:00 AM TO 5:00 PM 
We h ave .E I U  souv,e n i rs, 
ce ra m i c  m U gs, gl asswa re, j ewe l ry, 
stati on a ry, c l ass  r i n gs, an d 
the l a rgest se l ecti on of E aste rn 
T-s h i rts and j ac kets ·i n Char l eston, 
Ch i l d re n's S i zes A l so · 
Ill MART IN a..� tHER KING,-JR. � UN1Vr ,...;�TY UNION 
Cu stom S h i rt I m p ri nt i n g  
I '  
MARTIN LUTHER 
UNIVERSrl'Y 
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ekend pa norama to i nc l ude L i tt l e , Twa i n  
ihroughout �e state and 
t parts of the country will 
to a special weekend at 
ID tfteir honor this Friday, 
and Sunday. 
tp0nsored by the University 
The Parents' Club will kick 
• Friday with the theatrical 
5entation of ' 'Mark Twain 
' in Dvorak Concert Hall in 
Arts Building. 
Parker Drew will give his 
rendition of the humorous 
sides of Twain. Tickets are 
adults and $1 for Eastern 
d are available at the door. 
J's events start off with a!J. 
Activity Fair at 10 a.m. held on the 
Library Quad which will feature vari­
ous campus organization displays and 
an information booth. The fair will be ' 
held in the Union Walkway Lounge in 
case of rain. . 
Parents can also watch a soccer 
game at 1 1  a.m. on the Soccer Field 
where the Panthers take on Missouri/ -
St. Louis. 
Or, at the same time, they may opt 
to watch the Panther's cross country 
squad race against St. Louis University 
and Southeast Missouri, south of 
O'Brien Field. 
Eastern's football team will aim for 
its third consecutive win against the 
measures feel i ngs 
University of Northern Iowa at 1 :30 Craig said. 
p.m. at O'Brien Field. The Panthers Then in the evening, parents are 
will play their initial Mid-Continent invited to comedian and impressionist 
Conference contest in this ·game. Rich Little's performance at 7 p.m. 
Half-time activities will include a and 9:30 p.m . .in the Lantz Building. 
special presentation by the marching Craig said enly $6 balcony seats are 
band and the Pink Panthers. available for both shows, and tickets 
Parents can also watch the girls' - . will be available at the door. 
tennis team take on DePauw at 10:30 On Sunday, parents can walk 
a.m. on the Weller tennis courts. . through the Paul Sargent Art Gallery's 
After the athletic events, parents exhibit of Seven Springfield Artists 
who previously ordered tickets can between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. in Old 
enjoy · a candlelight buffet from 4:30 Main. · 
p.m. to 7 p.m. · Saturday in the Regardless of what parents decide 
University Union cafeteria. . to do this weekend, the Eastern News 
The popular buffet was sold out once and "Verge" staffs would like to wish 
again · this year, UB adviser Anita everyone an enjoyable weekend. 
Find t rue m ea ni n g  of parenta l psyche 
eny a. A Colorado ranch resort 
On the Verge" staff thought b. The Palmer House in Chicago 
e to share this quiz with your · c. A Hawaiian island retreat 
this weekend. There are no d. An African safari · 
wrong answers, but it will give e. The Las Vegas casinos 
insight as to how much you 2. The next car your parents would 
and dad really know about purchase will most likely be: 
! a. 'Cadillac 
the first test yourself by cir- b .  Honda Civic 
best answer to each question c. Firebird 
ask your parents what they d. Chevy Nova 
ve answered. Score one point e. Pontiac Le Mans 
response that matches. 3. If your parents ever decided they 
let mom and dad take the wanted to have another child, it would 
uiz to find out how well they be: 
, and check out how often a. boy 
Id have given the same b. girl 
Score one point for each c. they wouldn't 
answ.er. Quiz score results 4. Your parents (either one) are 
below. grocery shopping and they've found 
WELL DO YOU KNOW that they've loaded more in
. 
the cart 
ARENTS? 
· 
than they can afford. The first items 
Special Guest: 
TBA 
like a they would put back would be: 
a. cereals · 
v Saturday, September 23, 8 PM 
THE LANiZ BUILDING 
(Eastern Ill inois University, Charleston) 
Reserved Tickets: $7. 00/ $6. 50 available at 
The Union Box Office Only 
General Admissior. tickets: $6. 00. available at 
The Union Box Office, Dole's in Charleston, 
Mr. Music in MottoofT'I, The Record Service in 
lhompoign, Village Record Land In Effingham, 
Paris Honda & Suzuki and Radio Shack in Paris 
Team Electronic in Decatur & Head Stone in Terre Haute 
b. any liquor 
c. canned foods 
d. meat · 
e. dairy foods 
5. Your parents would rate your 
· present girlfriend or boyfriend :  
a. excellent choice 
· 
b. nice to have around 
c. okay 
d. not their favorite person 
e. a jerk 
6. If  you .ever flunked a class, they 
would: 
a. be infuriated 
b. be disappointed 
c. not worry, it only happened once 
d. enc()urage you to try harder 
e. not be phased one way or another 
.7.  Your parents are taking you out 
-
to 
eat. They would probably select: 
,a. a piiza place 
b. a seafood restaurant 
c. a steakhouse 
d. a burger-n-fries stand 
e. an old homestyle fried chicken 
restaurant 
8. You want to buy your parenfs an 
expensive Christmas present. They 
would most appreciate: · · 
a. a coffeemaker 
b. an exotic plant 
c. a wa\5tl� . 
d. tickets tbia touring Broadway play 
e. a get-away weekend to one of their 
favorite places 
· 
. 
9. If they had to give up ·one electric 
appliance for the sake of conserving 
energy, it would be: 
a. an air-conditioner 
b. television 
c. dishwasher 
d. electric coffeemaker 
10.  They would most likely retire in 
which geographic area? . 
a. their current residence 
b. Southwest 
c. South 
(See TEST, page 6) 
WESLEY UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 
REVEREND MILEY PALMER, Pastor 
REVEREND ROBERT C� MORGA.N 
REVEREND DONALD LEMKAU 
- Minister· o fVisita tion 
SUNDAY SCHOOL 
I O:OO A.M. 
WORSHIP 
9 :00 and l l :OO ·A.M. 
Wesley F ounda ti�n Sunday 
Supper Fellowship - 5:30 p.m. 
Church Kitchen 345-39 1 8  
OFFICE 2206 S. 4th 
Across from Lawson Hall 
345�39 1 7 . · �  . ' : : :�:::: . .  '
. 
.  
If No Answer C a ll 345-4949 
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Operators provide ticl�et to i nformati on,  f 
by Sandy Young 
Making friends at Eastern means 
need�ng their phone numbers---whe­
ther to check on an assignment or to 
find out if that girl already has a 
boyfriend. 
A good way to discover a needed 
phone number on campus is through 
campus information, where on-campus 
students need only dial "9" to reach 
and off-campus students dial 581-2021. 
This will get you in touch with one of 
seven telephone operators. Evelyn 
Jasper, .telephone operator number 
three, said there are two switchboard 
operators working around , the clock, 
even on holidays. 
She explained, "Someone has been 
here (at the switchboard) all the time 
for the past 1 1  years. 
"At this time� " Jasper said, "all the 
operators are female, but males can be 
hired if they put in applications. • '  
Jasper said that she has worked on 
the Eastern switchboard for a total of 
21 years, including nine years of acting 
as lone operator when the board was 
first located ' 'in a cubbyhole in Old 
Main. " 
The switchboard is now located in 
the Security Building, which also 
houses the campus police department. 
Jasper explained that the duties of 
the operators include taking care of the 
police radios and "anything else 
connected with the police," when their 
regular secretary leaves. 
But the real job of the telephone 
operators is to act as an "information 
center" by giving out phone numbers 
"to on and off campus persons. 
She also said that any student 
wanting his new telephone number 
OPE N  
. for 
BREAKFAST 
eggs to order 
fresh d0-n uts 
. ' 
. 
� .• . -.·t .... 't ... •• \. • . .. . 
The face may be new, but the voice has been a familiar 
sound on campus for 2 1  years. Eveyln Jasper was 
Eastern's first campus op�rator, when the sw· 
was located in a small room in Old Main. (News 
Tony Lawson) 
known, if he hasn't already given it to and that the equipment will sometimes operator. ' 'At times it is bo · 
housing , should call the switchboard cut the caller off, through no fault of other times it is very hectic." 
and relay it to them. the operator. "Weather plays a big part 
Barbara Coates, who ·works on the Also, she explained that the board is · busy we are, ' '  she said, and 
sanie shift as Jasper, explained that set up so that they can receive only one that during the big snows of 
not all calls are for phone numbers. call at a time; yet even if the line is many operators had to wort 
She said they have received calls from busy, the caller will not get ·a busy as others could not make it 
students wanting to know answers to signal. over. 
their lessons, asking for the time, and Instead, the calls merely back up, But this is part of the 
wanting to know what the building · and the operators have no way of switchboard operator-� 
abbreviations stand for. knowing how many people are waiting nameless, faceless voices 
Both operators said that some on the lines. their hours giving out phOO. 
callers resort to rudeness, but that Thus, if a student calls information and information . 
others are nice �nd polite. . and gets no answer or if his call is cut So the next time you 
Jasper said that this rudeness may off, he should just try again later. And number of that guy or girl 
sometimes be the indirect result· of he certainly should not take his your English class, re 
mistakes o n the part of the switch- annoyance out on the operator, the two there's a person behind that 
boards electronic system. She ex- suggested. who w·orks hard.all day 
plained that the system is changing, Jasper reflected on her job as just like yours. 
PA RE NTS W E EK E N D S P EC IALS 
. " 
SNA CK BAR 
FRIDA Y BUFFET 
SUNDA Y CAFETERIA 
1 1  a.m.-1 p.m . 
8 a . m.-4 p.m. Saturday 
8 a�m.- 1 .0 p.m. · Sunday 
. 5 p. m.-7 p.m. 
Assorted meats, salads & vegetables 
All you can eat 1:3. 95 
Serves Noon Meal Sunday 
(Ala Carte) 
U.S. Choice Roast Beef .95 
Pork Roast & Dressing .95 
Batter dipt cod file ts .90 
1 ��=: · · · ·  ·cocated in  the basement i n  the east wing of the Un io n: -
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Test d i scovers what parents' m i nds ho ld  
· - (Continued from page 3) 
d. West 
e. Midwest 
f, New England or Mid-Atlantic 
region . :; 
HOW WELL DO \'OU KNOW 
YOUR CHILD? 
I .  Your child's next major purcha·se 
will probably be: 
a. a car 
b. a stereo 
c. a camera 
d .  sports equipment 
e. winter wardrobe 
2. \'our child has just been asked to go 
out wilh his or her "dream" date on a 
Tuesday ni1eht. However, he or she has 
_ a big test at I a.m. the next day and 
hasn't studied yet. He or she would: • 
a .  jump at the chance and go 
b. think it over" and go, rationalizing 
that he or she can study when returning 
c. turn the person down, but explain 
why 
J. You slip your child an extra $10 this 
weekend to help with college expenses. 
He oi she will probably: 
a. put _it in a checking or savings 
account . 
b. blast it on an alb� 
c. go out to eat or 'the movies with a 
friend 
d. tuck it away in a d rawer 
e. buy his/her friends a round of 
drinks 
4. H he or she could, your child would 
most likely take his/her next vacation 
by: 
a. bus or car 
b. banana boat 
·c. ocean cruiser 
d. train 
e. plane 
5. The nex't book your child will rea� 
will probably be: 
a. "The Complete Book of Running" 
by James F. Fi xx 
b. "The Thorn Birds" by Colleen 
McCullough. 
c� " H ow to Save Your Own Life" by 
Erica Jong · 
d .  " Your Erroneous Zones·' by 
Wayne W .  Dyer 
e. "W it hout Feathers' by W ood:r­
A llen 
6. U yo�r child didn't like the way his 
or her roommate did one parli�ularly 
bothersome thing, fMl<9f,she would : 
a. tell the person blUJ)tly 
b. try to be tactful about it ,  and tell 
them 
c. try to live with i t  
d. punch them out 
e. switch roommates. 
7. Your child's favorite breakfast is: 
a. eggs, ham and hash browns 
b. pancakes and sausage 
c. french toast and strawberries 
d. cereal and milk 
e. coffee o� orange juice and toast 
8. Your child will not tolerate: 
,�--- ------------
• .  Come on Down 
I . The F r i e n d l y  P l ace 
. .  
I 
I 
To be  Sunday M orning 
1 0:00 A.M. 
, .f i rst 
P.resb¥t erian 
Churc h  
I 7th & Madison Cha rleston 1 ·--- - � - - - --------! 
a. lazy people , 
b .  e x c e s s i v e t a l k e r s  
c. conceited people . 
d. rude behavior 
e. nervous, high-strung people 
9. Your child would like to attend 
which concert the most? 
a. Bee Gees 
b. Eagles 
c.. Rolling Stones 
d .  George Benson 
e . .  Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
10.  Your child must drop one class 
because he cannot afford an overload 
fee. He would drop: 
a. World Geography 
b. Business Law 
c. Trigonometry 
d. Cinematogrjiphy 
·e. American Foreign Policy 
f. ·Human Sexuality 
QUIZ SCORE RESULTS 
Did you k now each other as well as 
you thought you did? 
Here's one way to tell . On the first 
test, a score of 9- 10  is excellent, almost 
hard 'to believe. Those scoring 7-8 also 
did very well, an_d are very 
of their parent's attitudes and 
A score of 5-6 is good, 
figure out your parents m 
time, and 3-4 indicates that 
·stand to establish a closer re 
. with mom and dad. If you 
one or two correct , you sh 
talk to your parents more th 
year. 
On the second quiz, the 
hold true that are listed a 
substitute "your child" for . 
in each category. 
Fam i l ies have c l ose rel ations 
by Jennifer Schabe My family is "a place to tum to, 
Family. where I know I will always be 
Webster's Dictionary offers a wide accepted," he added. 
array of meanings for the word family, Senior recreation major Dave Wat­
ranging from "a group of persons of son said "My family means everything 
common ancestry" to "the basic unit to me." 
in society having as its nucleus two or Families also seem to mean more 
more adults living together and co- to a student after they leave home to 
operating in the care and rearing of attend college and are suddenly faced 
their own or adopted children." : with making their bed, doing laundry 
But what does the word family mean '. and balancing a checkbook. 
to a middle class college student from "I now realize what my family has 
the Midwest? taught me has helped me make it on 
"My family is a means of support and my own," senior physical education 
stability in the midst of the everchang- major Sue LeCocque said. 
ing · envirpnment of school.'' Lynn "I think your family becomes more 
Tanner. a senior psychology major meaningful after you leave high school 
said. and go away to school," Ted White-
Freshman David Matteson said his head, a junior physical education 
family �so offered him a feeling of major said. 
security. "You also find out how much you took 
for granted bi high school ii 
your family," he added. 
Junior m�ement • 
said "I am friends d 
members of y family, 
before I we away to 
"Now wr. have more to 
and I actu ly look forwd 
them," he added. 
Most important of all, 
students tend to find the " 
gap" bridged between th 
their parents. 
' 'Now my parents are 
authority figures but my 
Diana Collins, a sopho 
major said. 
"I feel like 1·am now on the 
as my parents as they talk 
at me and seem to re 
another j\dult," she addedt 
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ictions negative, posi t ive 
Fa m i ly wi l l  cha nge, but su rvive 
r.l>forth 
the fast pace of the 70s; the 
unit is facing more obstacles 
before. Reports on the high 
rate, child abuse cases, and 
pregnancy flood the media 
1976 study found that the 
of births in Washington D.C. 
in wedlock, while in Central 
only one out of four children 
to married parents, "  Victor 
chairman of Eastern's soci-
artment said. · 
is it all leading us? Is the 
olving into the confusion 
s our lifestyles? 
s said that there is evidence 
both positive and negative 
for the family unit. 
textbook that we use for the 
JOciology class gives nu­
Instances of increasing divorce 
d children born out of wed­
be said; 
itx>nclusion is that there is a 
grip to traditional family 
a basic institution in our 
" he continued. 
e instructor said that from his 
nal studies with students at 
he has found "sufficient 
that accounts for puzzles in 
these negative implications. ' '  
Stoltzfus has conducted numerous 
surveys with Eastern students in an 
effort to compare the Midwest families 
that affect our university with the 
national averages. 
' 'A textbook view sees families as 
fragile. However, my studies reveal 
that the majority of Midwestern stud­
ents have a family which is quite 
valuable and conscious of its off­
spring," he said. 
He a1so said that Eastern students 
want more children than reflected in 
national statistics on the fertility 
attitudes of young adults. 
"If you want to look for bad news, 
you can find it on a large scale of 
family data or research. But I'm not 
personally convinced that the family 
unit is in danger in America, "  
Stoltzfus said. 
Family life today depends on how 
important it is to us and how much we 
invest in it. 
If a family exists in the atmosphere 
of a great deal of individual freedom, 
where an individual's best interests 
are invested in his own recreation and 
hobbies, then the family unit will 
suffer. 
"Excessive individualism is a value 
that is bad for the family, " the 
... ..... ....... .................... � .. 1i! 
* ,.. 
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instructor said. 
"If one person in a marriage makes 
a cult of realizing his happiness, his 
help and his self-actualization, then 
the marriage is bound to suffer, "  he 
added. 
Furthermore , Stoltzus said , this. 
type of self priority is a bad recipe for 
the kind of mutuality that is necessary 
for a happy marriage. 
"Whether a husband and wife have 
both grown, says something about 
both individuals involved, "  Stoltzfus 
said. . ·. 
He continued that when a spouse 
claims that he has outgrown his mate, 
he is reverting to a selfish attitude and 
forgetting to "give" as well as take. 
Stoltzfus said that poverty is another 
obstacle in the development of a 
strong family unit. 
"If a man works in a low-paying, 
filthy type of job, he is unable to 
respect himself and get the acceptance 
of his wife and children, " he said. 
An individual's occupational choice, 
maturity and family background also 
influence a family environment. 
For example, if a ·person is constant­
ly traveling from city to city, it is 
bound to cause stress on the family 
life. 
Also, divorce rates rise severely in 
teenage marriages because the two 
people lack emotional, mental and 
intellectual maturity, he said. 
Stoltzfus also pointed out that the 
family background ·of an individual is 
very often carried through to the 
atmosphere of his own family. 
He explained that child abusers 
have often been abused themselves. 
The rewards of a strong family unit 
are numerous, according to Stoltzfus. 
A family unit can give its members a 
centr�l core, a means of identity and 
the opportunity to .share their lives 
with people who support them. 
It also gives its members. an antidote 
to bureaucracy, Stoltzfus said. "Major 
areas of our lives are organized with 
bureaucratic, cold efficiency, and a 
family offers an escape from this. "  
-
Another one of the merits to a strong 
family unit is acceptance. "A family 
will accept you for who you are rather 
than how you perform. They will take 
you in even if you've been bad," he 
added. 
Religious and ethnic beliefs, along 
with frequent family gatherings can 
also contribute to strong family ties. 
"When I'm lecturing a class and I 
mention something about certain eth­
nic traditions, you can just see the 
faces light up, "  the instructor said: 
He added that individuals with a 
strong family heritage can endure 
seasons of unpleasant life in the 
materialistic world, because they have 
the support of their family. 
Stoltzfus said the relationship be­
tween parents and college age stud­
ents is one of the most fulfilling 
· periods of the family life cycle because 
it is not strained by parental anxieties 
(See ROLES, page I UJ 
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Big-ti m e  com ic perfo(m s a Litt l e 
As a tribute to the many 
parents visiting Eastern this 
weekend, the University 
Board will present the 
renowned mimic and comic, 
· Rich Little. 
And to preview his 
S a t u r d ay · n i g h t  p er­
formances, we captured 
some of the comedian's 
many faces __ in . his per-
. f ormance at Illinois State 
University last fall. 
News photos 
by Cra ig Stoel� 
tt l e  pa i nts portra i ts 
fmany cha racters 
Nuenbeny mayor awarded a plaque to Little 
Little, one of the most popular honoring him as Ottawa's Favorite Son 
4alented mimics on the entertain- on the occasion · of that city's 150th 
scene, will be host to hundreds of anniversary. 
and students this weekend, Little began doing impressions at 
two evening shows scheduled in the age of 14, performing for friends at 
Gym. school. ·  Teaming with a young friend, 
Craig, adviser to the Univer- Little earned his first money as an 
rd, sponsors of the show, said impressionist at the age of 17 and after 
S6 seats are available for the 7 vinning a Canadian talent show, "Pick 
and 9:30 p.m. shows Saturday. ilie Stars," the pair was asked to 
te' s  unequalled portrayals of appear on seve_ral Canadian variety TV 
ities ranging from Johnn presentations. 
. 
to Jimmy Carter have propel . . �or several years �oll?wing his 
him into the limelight of the , 
mttial successes as � disc Jockey 
_
and 
n 's top clubs and television :rv talk-show _host m Ottawa, Little 
' Val.Bosse, acting head of the co�cen�ated on developing and re-
ity Board, said. fint�g hts talents. " 's comedy timing and im- Hts ?rst �?medy album, . 
My Fellow 
ns are billed as superb, down to �anad1ans, bec�me the �tgge�t sell­
!Wnutest details. He not only mg c?medy
 LP tn Canadian history, 
the vocal characteristics of and Little s�ddenly became the hottest 
" his subjects, but he captures performer tn Canada. . 
LtJaysical features as well, includ- �udy Garland b��ed Little. on her 
shrugs and walks Untted States television show m 1964, ' · �-launching his career in the states. 
said Little merges both come- Soon American viewers were as famil­
song throughout the evening, iar with Rich as their Canadian 
ting singers from �eil Diamond counterparts . 
Jones. His "tributes" to He currrently lives in the oceanfront 
hrey Bogart, ·Clark Gable and community on Malibu, Ca. with his 
Wayne are equally good. English-born wife, Jeanne, their new 
and raised in Ottawa, Canada, baby daughter, Bria Christianne and 
Caruthers Little is one of three the family's Old English Sheepdog, 
of a doctor. Recently, Ottawa's Dudley. 
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Marl� Twai n  Revi s i ted 
to prem i ere ton ight 
by Geri Duncan 
The exciting satire of Mark Twain 
will come alive Friday when Parker 
Drew, a 22-year-old actor, presents his 
, professional rendition of the man 
behind Tom Sawyer and H uck Finn. 
" Mark Twain Revisited," which is 
Drew 's one man show, will be 
presented at 8 p.m. in the Dvorak 
· Concert.Hall.  
Valerie Bosse, acting chairperson of 
the University Board, said Drew will ' 
present Mark Twain as he really was 
and add a few of his own comments. 
"We are expecting the show to be 
really good, "  Bosse added. 
N inety percent of Parker Drew's · 
material for " Mark Twain Revisi.ted" 
is taken directly from Twain's books 
and speeches. 
Drew, who transforms himself into 
the 70-year old Twain·, vividly portrays 
two characters at a time-the narrator 
and the character in the story. · 
' 'Twain expresses his views on 
politics, the human race, anythin� and 
I admire a man who is not afraid to 
speak his mind," Drew noted. 
" Drew presents both humorous and 
bitter sides of Twain," Bosse said. 
Some excerpts from the play Drew 
uses are: I . 
"Congress is that grand old I 
benevolent national asylum for the 
. 
'-----------� 
helpless . . .  they could talk for a week 
without ever getting rid of an idea." protect my life.  They'd probabl 
"Man started out a little lower than assassinate you." 
the angels and he's been getting lower ' Bosse said, "I think everyone wi 
ever since. Man stands somewhere . find the show interesting . "  
between the angels and the French . "  Tickets for this UB sponsored ever. 
"I 'm 70 . . .  I 'm old . . .  I recognize it, are $2.50 for the public and $ 1  fc 
but I don' t  realize it .  . . .My habits . students, she added. 
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'"' v .. ta•lfeW• 
Each year 
bri ngs spi ri t 
to Weel�end 
This is my fourth Parent's Weekend 
while living at Eastern, and each year 
it's taken on a new meaning for me. 
When I was a freshman, my folks 
weren't planning on coming. But I 
called them th!lt Thursday and told 
them how many parents would be 
here. 
I told them I was going to try to 
come home. because 1t wouldn't be . 
�(Lll@ 
�@a[Q)q@ff�lfll 
any fun watching all the other kids 
showing off their parents. 
They didn't even hesitate. They told 
me right then they wo�pend the 
weekend with me an�p at Fox 
Ridge. 
. 
I got off the phone, screamed at the 
top of my lungs, and panicked. My 
(See SHARE page 1 3) 
Rol es may 
see. cha nge 
(Continued from page 7) 
"Most parents realize that they are 
dealing with young adults and give 
them more respect and freedom, ' '  he 
added. 
He said that conversations have 
more spontaneity because neither of 
the members are threatened. 
Stoltzfus contributes today's major 
changes in family unit to the black 
awareness movements of the 60s. The 
black movement sparked many minor­
ity groups, including the women's 
movement which has been a major 
. influence on family roles. 
He added that the placement of 
women in high-powered positions 
becomes a role in itself, and is 
therefore not .the ultimate solution to 
the changing mode of the family. 
Eventually, he said he sees each 
couple faced with different circum­
stances, and learning to adapt these 
circumstan�es to the best possible 
lifestyle without being influenced by 
our society. 
"I think that now we will find more 
sharing and increasingly, men wil.l be 
able to keep their self-respect enough 
to diaper a baby, while women find 
some place between women's libera­
tion and the traditional homebody 
roles." 
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J azz goes over-easy 
George Benson-Gato Barbieri 
University of Illlnols Assembly Hall 
Sept. ·10 
There is something about a George 
Benson show that likens it to listening 
to songbirds in a city park. 
You find a place to sit and stare in 
the direction of the sound, only to drift 
away to thoughtless content but not 
excitement. 
Gato B'.1rbieri and his band opened 
the evening with an hour of Latin-laced 
jazz featuring Gato's tenor saiophone. 
Gato (meaning "cat") · was dressed 
in black, and while churning through a 
fiery arrangement was the classic 
Latin Jover. . 
_ His version of Santana's "Europa" 
displayed a higtIJy romantic interplay 
between Gato's squalling horn and the 
guitarist's melodious lines. . 
The music's intensly, percussive 
sound gave Mr. Barbieri's act the 
desired life and warmth an opening act 
should have. The audience was by no 
means let down. 
Benson began his half featuring 
Ronnie Foster's keyboards and vocals. 
Foster's style is similar to Benson's in 
vocalizing and with Phil Qt>church on 
guitar sitting in dim light, touch of the 
audience was .confused as to wh�ther 
Benson was on stage. When Benson 
did arrive on stage for the second 
number the audience rose to the 
occasion with roars of applause. 
George (his character allowing for 
first name reference) ran through a set 
that had hardly changed since the last 
time I saw his show over a year ago. 
Of course his two recent hits were 
included; a dramatic and quite lengthy 
version of "The Greatest Love of All" 
and an even longer "On Broadway." 
One of Benson-'s problems for me is 
that he is beci>ming incre�singly more 
predictable. His voice, while good, 
Reynolds 
does wel l  
i n  ' H ooper' 
"Hooper" , rated PG 
• 
Directed by Hal Needham 
Starring: Burl Reynolds, Sally Fields, 
Jan-M ichael Vincent and Brian Keith 
Film critics have often had a field 
day tearing apart Burt Reynold's 
movies. They will have to be very 
careful with " Hooper," currently 
playing at Mat toon Twin Cinema. 
Reynolds, a member of E. R.B. (the 
· Eastwood, Reynolds and Bronson 
touch guy club) is complai ned of as 
rr@wH@iWff 
mru@ff� @fffi@©ff©mf 
being typecast as t he mischevious 
good-guy with a hyena laugh and a 
heart of gold. 
In " Hooper" he maintains this 
lovable character and pulls i t  off as 
neatly . as ever. Director Hal Needham 
• rejoins Reynolds along wi.t h actress 
. Sally Fields to form th�t. magical team 
: t hat created the "prooeeding .film and 
·.' subsequent box office hi t ,  "Smokey 
and the Bandit .. " 
" Hooper" is a film about stuntmen, 
(See ' Hooper' , page 14) . 
goes through the same moves and 
scales and his recurrent use of · 
scatting, while running off stacatto 
guitar licks, has a burdensome motif. 
The pacing dragged at times and the 
crowds' involvement with the band 
thusly slackened. Only when an easily · 
�[Ju® �oo�ff 
rnruo�@ @@@@lffo�[h) 
recognizable song was played did the 
audience become renewed. 
Relying on his hits (Benson acredit­
ing Leon Russell for the recent surge 
in his career), he soon was at a loss for 
material suited to his current audien­
ces. 
His song introductions lacked spon­
taneity,. a quality that a live show 
needs, and left one to believe he was 
listening to the radio. 
It is Benson' s  "down pat" stage 
presence and disc"jockey song select­
ion that hampers the freshness of what 
is supposed to be a live show. 
Benson was my stereo and the 
sound was crisp, but why were all 
those people in my living room? 
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reo n  d ish 
oki Mis·h 
· Korean hamburger dish was 
· to the Verge from the kitchen • 
· Jennie Rewerts. It feeds six 
green onions 
cooked rice 
ce to taste 
lqe frybig pan, brown beef and 
onions, including greens. Use 
break up large pieces. Drain off 
grease. 
rice according to directions on 
er and � add to meat. Add 
ce to taste and simmer for 15 
. Serve immediately. 
o re fu n 
i th fo l l�s 
was'a mess. 
nt all day Friday cleaning my 
. But it was the most fun that I've 
bad at that task. 
n mom and dad got here, 1 
to share everything with them. 
er stopped to consider the 
of college campuses they had 
ght them up to my room, but 
weren't as excited about my bed, 
and closet as I was. 
them all over campus showing 
all my new discoveries. I even 
ed them the magazines I had 
in Booth Library that dated back 
19th Century. 
thought they would enjoy the 
I game. But something there, 
was different. Dad explained all 
ties and rules of the game. It 
Dice I ·guess, but when I usually 
with my friends, we just yelled 
the crowd did. 
n they left, I knew we had all 
a nice - weekend, although I was 
inted with their enthusiasm. 
while I was so busy pushing . 
tround, I lost the most important 
of Parent's W eekend--enjoying 
COl!lpany . . 
my $0phomore year, my brother 
also attending Eastern. So they 
a grand tour of his room, but we 
the tour of the library and 
gym. 
d, we talked over a soda at the 
er Lair before we went to the 
ever, this time wheri we went to 
pme, I sat with my mom and we 
sed my dad and brother by 
ming even when the crowd 
't. 
mtl'!rward, we avoided . the crowd­
taurants near campus by going 
ino's for some pizza and beer. 
d again, mom and I embarrassed 
dad and brother by getting too 
y" from drinking beer on empty 
hs. 
then, Parent' s  Weekend has 
a highlight of my family's year. 
my folks couldn't  make it this year 
se they are going to California. 
So Instead , mom and · d�d are 
'\iQ\vn.(o� .6c;>mecoming, -which· • 
�a'b1y ' .be\'b:etter, since they 
.dit'.eareni'$:w,eekend routine by . .. . , ... .. .. aew1 • 
It's sure nice that Eastern has given 
this opportunity to grow a little 
Friday, Sept. 15, 1978 •astern flews 1 
PRE-GAME WARM-UP 
Welcome 
Mom & Dad 
at 
Shot o f  Schnapps and a Beer for s 1 °0 
11 am-1 pm Sat. 
.. . 
GO BIG BLUE 
�qjou ng 'g 
COow11tow11 
uUattoo11 
�ady CBug gkop 
Jutt[Ofr� g-1 5 
For the "N eat�< ·NeW_ Look for Ea l 1 -.· . - .' : . ': , • r j 
' . '  , , . 
· Big  Tops, Vests, S�trai ght Le gs, Be l ts, lies, Ski rts and Mor� · 
l 
l 
l 
f 
! 
I 
f 
f 
l 
. I 
1 4  •••t•r• Mew• 
' H ooper' i s  
good show 
-G ri goroff 
(Continued from page 1 2) 
the Hollywood daredevils, who risk 
their lives doing stunts (or "gags") to 
make . a moyie more exciting and 
realistic. 
, In "Hooper, " the ·stuntmen are 
members of their own peer group with 
· Sonny Hooper (Reynolds) as their 
aging, ailing le;:tder, the long-time king 
of the stuntmen. 
The plot thickens when a· new kid 
shows up in town. This "new kid," 
Ski, (played by the neat-looking but 
almost always stonefaced Jan-Michael 
Vincent) belongs to the new school of 
stuntmen·. · He is younger, smarter and more 
scientific than Hooper and his gang, 
but-above all, he is very ambitious. 
Hooper's predecessor is played by 
Brian Keith. The old stunt-king's  
daughter (Sally Fields) is conviently 
Hooper's live-in mistress. 
This peer group of stuntmen are the 
movie's good-guys. While "Hoope(.' 
has only two clearly defined bad. guys, 
anyone not closely assocjl,led with the 
stuntmen group is madl out to be 
something less than a hero. 
· This is especially true of the police 
who, if nothing else, look rather foolish. 
The real bad-guys are the director of 
the movie that Hooper and his pals are 
working on, and his brown-nosing 
assistant. 
The director is prissy, spoiled, 
demanding, and extremely egocentric. 
This character, not too subtly, parallels 
a real life director who did the last 
unsuccessful Reynold's picture. Even a 
statement by the real life director i� 
used by the director played m 
"Hooper" , 
The movie itself is very exciting and 
some of the stunts seem incredible. 
The dialogue is nothing short of 
·hilarious yet, it is kept" very down to 
earth. 
Hal Needham does an excellen.t job 
of directing and seems to have a· flare 
for getting the most out of his actors 
and actresses. The films' only real 
weak spot is when Sally Fields seems to 
step out of character t�d Hooper 
the cliche, "If YOl! go, I ldii 'l be here 
when you get b,ack. " . 
The important camera positioning · 
dramatizes the true danger involved in 
much stunt work, but the films' most 
spectacular stunt is staged. This stunt 
involves a rocket car jumping a ·300-
foot gorge. 
What we actually see is a series of 
five shots edited together so well that 
one must look for 'tllem to really notice 
them. Needham's directing gives the 
film an overall "slick" effect. 
Hooper does serve another purpose 
aside from being an entertaining 
movie. It gives the moviegoer some 
Idea of the great amount of stunt-work 
involved in many movies. We see the 
stuntmen from- a different point of 
view: those crazy people w.hose faces 
we never see in· the movies that do th'e 
work too dangerous for anyone else. 
The professionals. · 
"Hooper" is a delightfully fun 
movie. It is a motion picture that 
almost anyone can enjoy, Its sex is 
limited to scattered verbal innuendos, 
and' its violence·, asideo7 'from . a "sini\e 
"John Wayner" (all-out' bar rootn • 
brawl) fs limited to- the make-believe­
but-real stuRts. ' • ' 
"Hooper" is for anyone who enjoys 
going to a .movie, learning a little, 
laughing a lot, and feeling damn good 
about· it after it's over. 
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. .  rne Welco . 
t ' paren s .  FREE 
· Eastern decal  
4 0 5  A L i n co l n  
to all 
Parents 
a-111u. 
lair,�? ... ,,, ltr . -�.....-- . , ..... .. .. 
. ·• * ·. :. . ;;� :;.. 
FREE . , 
Registe r for 
Col u m b ia  M oped 
age 1 6  or over 
N O  PURCHA S E  
N EC E S SARY 
345-4 1 5 1  
• MAATl'fLUTHER ·trl· UNIVERSrrY · 
Inqu ire 
Union Lanes 
$ 1 °0 Trophy 
. .  Journament To B�gin Sept. ··25 · .. . . .  
S IGN U P  EARLY 
uy, Sept. ts 
p.m. - (ABC) 15 - Movie -
tar Ship Invasion" ( 1 978), 
splanted humans want to 
urn to ·earth, but earth's 
horities resist .  Stars 
'stopher Lee and Robert 
ghn. 
lo(ABC) 17, 38 - "Ali-Spinks 
Fight," Telecast of the 
eight bout between Ali 
Spinks. 
,.m. - (WCIA) 3, · CBS 
'day Night Movie, "Grand 
ft Auto" ( 1 977). Ron 
ward and Nancy �organ 
in this story of two young 
ers who elope and become · 
lved in a mad car chase. 
rday, Sept. 16 
,.m. - (WUSI) 16 - "Tennis 
ton World of Doubles" 
,000 dollar tournament 
h entries Arthur Ashe, 
n llewcombe, and Roscoe 
p.m. - (WUSI) 1 6  - Sarah 
ntry Golf Tournament. 
've coverage from Alamo, 
p.m. - (CBS) I O  - Movie 
he Islander" ( I  978). Top 
orney gets involved with a 
nd jury witness and a 
bster.  Stars Dennis 
eaver, Bernadette Peters 
Robert Vaughn . . 
- (NBC) 15  - Movie "King 
ng, Part One''. Dino 
aurentis remake of the 
sic film. Stars Jeff Bridges 
Sessica Lange. 
nday, Sept. 17 
a.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie 
novan's Reef". ( 1963). 
rs John Wayne and Lee 
:30 a.m. - (WTTV) 4 -
rts - Jim Young Show -
otball talk with the Purdue 
ch. 
:30 p.m. - (WfTV) 4 -
ovie •tGetting Away From It 
I". (197 1 )  Stars Barbara 
don and Larry Hagman. 
p.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie 
ne Desire" ( 1 955). Stars 
ock Hudson, Anne Baxter 
d Natalie Wood. 
,.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie 
achelor In Paradise" 
961). Stars Bob Hope; Lana 
rner, Janis Page and Jim 
tton. 
p.m. - (ABC) 15 - ABC 
ovie Special - " Lassie" part 
e. 
7 p.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Racers­
•ur-wheel drive vehicles race • • 
in desert outsifi.e�o\ Las V�r:i-._" -:_.• ... 
Nev. � l � . �" �. 
I p.m. - (NBC) 1 0  - Movie� 
"King Kong, Part Two. " See 
Saturday's listing. 
IU:JU p.m. - (NBC) IO  -
Movie-"A Time For Killing" 
Stars Glenn Ford, Inger 
Stevens; George Hamilton and 
Paul Peterson. In the early 
spring of 1 865, Confederate 
Army Captain Bentley leads 
an escape effort. 
Monday Sept. ts ' 
8 p.m. - (ABC) 1 7 ,38 -
Monday N ight Football­
Baltimore vs. New England. 
10 p.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie 
"One, Two, Three" ( 1961 ). 
Comedy starring James 
Cagney, · Pamela Tiffin and 
Arlene Francis. 
8 p.m. - (NBC) 1 5  - Movie 
"Ode to Billy Joe".  Based on 
the famous country-western 
b a l l a d .  S t a r s  G l y n n i s  
O'Connor and Robby Benson 
- (NBC) IO - Movie -
"Audrey Rose," Stars Marsha 
Mason, Anthony Hopkins, 
John Beck and Susan Swoft. 
A man confronts a married 
couple claiming their daughter 
was his daughter in her 
previous).�f�. 
Tuesday, Sept. 19 
8 p.m. - (CBS) 3 - Movie "The 
Shootist.'' 
- (NBC) 1 5  - Movie -
"Airport 77: Part One. " Stars 
Jack Lemmon ,' Brenda 
Vaccaro. 
10 p.m.  - (WTTV) 4 - Movie -
"Big Bounce" (1 969). 
Suspense-drama - stars Ryan 
O'Neil, Leigh Taylor-Young, 
and James Daly in this movie 
of a man that gets kicked out 
of a migrant workers camp 
and gets involved with the 
mistress of the camp boss. 
10:30 p.m. - (ABC) 1 7,38 -
Tuesday Movie of the Week­
"Winning. "  
Wednesday, Sept. 20 
8 p.m - (CBS) IO - CBS 
Wednesday Night Movie "Are 
You in the House Alone''.  
- (NBC) 1 5  - Movie 
"Aifport 77: Part Two." 
lU p.m. :.. (WTTV) - 4 - Movie 
" The World of Henry 
Orient." ( 1 964). Two young 
girls fall i_n- love with a vain 
concert pianist in this comedy­
drama. 
Thursday, Sept. 21 
10 p.m. - (WTTV) 4 - Movie 
' 'J'he Double Man" ( 1 968) 
.�t\spt!ft��·drama,-CIA agent in 
' • .  ttte A.1ps .gets involved in a plot 
to replace him. 
(Editor's note: These weekly TV highlights are composed from area 
11etwork listings. They 'are an attempt to bring our readers television 
911tertainment in sports, movies, and special documentaries. It  may not 
buomprehensive due to space limitations.) . 
. ' 
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·What kind of a 
Nut 
vvould buy a 
Class Ring 
froin a 
Jevvelry Store? 
Northwest Corner 
of the Square 
Charleston, I l l.  
Ph. 348-8340 
The nut who knows jewelry stores are the only Gold 'I - --­
ones who sell Gold Lance Class Rings. Because .L,<1.1. � 
the quality of a Gold Lance Class Ring is what Class n:- d� you'd expect to find in a store that only sells. fine �� 
jewelry. Some nut! 
Headquarter5 for Gold Lance Class Rings 
-·- -·-·- -·- -·- - - - - - -·- -·- - . . �······ ..... ··�·;;1��;;;.·;;··········· 
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LR[3 h its American scene 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - The continent of Australia, it is safe to say, has had no 
profound effect on the �volution of American-style rock 'n' roll. 
The wellsprings of early rock were hillbilly juke joints and black jazz and 
blues dives, and it wasn't until the British invasion of the '60s that aliens had 
much say in the American art form. 
And Australian rockers aiming at the bigtime , success in America was just a 
faraway dream too awesome to imagine. 
In the past few years, though, there has been a sort of mini-invasion from 
Australia .. Olivia Newton-John has found a broad American audience, the Bee 
Gees have been reborn since discovering disco, and the Bee Gees' little 
brother, Andy Gibb, has found consistent commercial success since coming to 
America two years ago: 
The Little River Band, the latest Australian rock act to break big in America, 
displays much Qf the gloss and sweet harmonies Americans have come to 
expect from down-under artists; but the band tries hard to be something more. 
In 2 1 /2 years, on and off, in America, the seven-member group has earned a 
reputation as a hard-working road band that seemed destined to transcend its 
role of supporting act. · 
Little River lacks the hard edge of Bruce Springsteen or the Tom Robinson 
Band, but urgency and tension are not what they're after. Their specialty is 
smooth, commercial-hook pop with a tinge of country, and of that kind, few of 
the newer bands compare . 
WKRP set fo r ·'tu be' d ebut 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Set your dial for "WKRP in Cincinnati" and stay tuned 
for what looks like the funniest new show of the season. 
· 
It's about the folks at a fictional Cincinnati radio station that suddenly 
switches its musical format from geriatric tunes to rock 'n' roll. The disc jockey, 
Dr. Johnny Fever, played by Howard Hesseman, manages the shift in 
mid-record, and it's a hilarious sequence. 
· 
Gary Sandy stars as Andy Travis, the newly hired program manager who 
orders the change. Gordon Jump is station manager Arthur Carlson, whose 
mast fervent hope is that his mother, who owns the station, doesn't find out and 
kill him. Or worse, fire him. . 
"WKRP" could do for local radio what "The Mary Tyler Moore Show" did 
for television news. It's also from MTM Enterprises. 
The show premieres on CBS at 7 p�m. CDT Monday, and though it looks like 
a hit, the going could be rough. It's up against two winners in the ratings, 
NBC's "Little House on the Prairie, "  and ABC's "Welcome Back, Kotter," 
which has been shifted to Monday. . 
· The series also stars. Loni Anderson, Richard Sanders, Tim Reid, Frank 
Bonner and Jan Smithers. 
On 1 
Serious Al l en to debut 
"INTERIORS" is a 1 80-degree tum for Woody Allen, who is writ 
but not actor in this brooding study of a family unable to discard 
blame. · · 
Atty. E.G. Marshall a!ld his perfectionist wife, Geraldine Page, ha· 
a P
.
a�g, �hich disturbs their gifted and competitive daughters-DiaJ 
Knstm Griffith and Marybeth Hurt. In-laws Richard Jordan 
Waterston are caught in the cross ·fire, as well as Marshall's 
Maureen Stapleton. 
The scenes of revelation are performed with chilling intensity; n 
false note intrudes. Allen dwells on the anguished faces as well as w 
rooms and windswept surfs, building the tension to an almost 
point. 
It is an impressive, often disturbing film, indicating Woody Alie 
greater heights especially after he passes his Ingmar Bergman 
The movie is rated PG. Except for an attempted rape and a b · 
sniff, there is little to offend, but children will find the film depre 
adults will too. · · 
Mon. 
Sept. 1 1 
Bull 
CUSTOMER 
CARD SPECIAL 
STOP BY GATEWAY LIQUORS OR 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE EACH DAY THIS WEEK 
AND PICK UP A CUSTOMER CARD 
Tues. 
Sept. 1 2  
Blue 
Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. 
Sept. 1 3 .  Sept 1 4  Sept. 15 Sept 18 
Pini< White Green Yellow 
BRING IN 5 DIFFERENT COLOR CARDS ON MON . ,  SEPT. 1 8, OR TUES., 
OR WED., SEPT. 20. AND CHOOSE .FROM ONE OF THESE CUSTOMER 
Complete Rules Posted at Store 
ffiotydid 
on Cam 
In University Villag 
WEL t;OMES PARENTS & 
Bring Your Parents in for·a 
FREE CARNATION 
while supply lasts !  
The Panthers a.re winners & you can be.a winner too 
in fashion for fall from 
KA TYDID ON CAMPUS IN UNIVERSITY VILLA. G 
J!Q.lJJ!.§ ! :, ,. " 
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